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Since proficiency oriented language instruction has become the 

dominant approach in university-level language education, the study of 

second language vocabulary acquisition has found renewed fervor in the 

field of applied linguistics.  While much of the initial second language 

vocabulary acquisition research was concerned with determining the 

amount of vocabulary knowledge requisite to achieve proficiency, a 

number of current vocabulary specialists have now shifted their focus to 

ascertaining the most effective explicit learning activities for the 

acquisition of lexical knowledge.  In response to the current pervasive 

popularity of digital learning, this dissertation evaluated the use of music 

and music videos for the study of Russian vocabulary.  The study 

implemented a mixed method approach of quantitative and qualitative 

analysis of data to determine the effect on the acquisition of lexical 

knowledge of augmenting written textual input with input from the aural 
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modality in the form of music or from the combined input of the aural 

and visual modalities in the form of music videos. 

The data for this study was collected over five weeks during the 

Fall semester 2012 from volunteer participants enrolled in Russian 

language classes at the University of Texas at Austin.  Each week, all of 

the participants in the study were exposed to unfamiliar Russian 

vocabulary in the context of song lyrics.  The participants were divided 

into three groups that encountered the song lyrics in three different 

conditions.  The comparison group read the song lyrics through written 

textual input alone, while the two treatment groups read the lyrics while 

listening to the song or watching the music video respectively.  Through  

a pre- and post-test Word Translation Survey, the participants’ 

acquisition of target vocabulary knowledge was monitored.  Additionally, 

a qualitative post-test questionnaire was administered to expatiate on the 

quantitative findings, and to evaluate the particpants’ attitudes and 

beliefs about language learning through music and music video.  While 

the results of the quantitative analysis were not definitively conclusive, 

the qualitative questionnaire indeed elucidated a number of the 

quantitative findings, and contributed to an understanding of the 

students’ attitudes and beliefs about language learning through music 

and music video.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

 

Overview 

Language educators and researchers alike have largely agreed on 

the necessity to teach for communicative proficiency in the language 

classroom, and thus many applied linguists have now shifted their focus 

to the individual sub skills necessary for proficiency.  The neoteric deluge 

of vocabulary acquisition research suggests that many language 

educators and students now perceive the acquisition of lexical knowledge 

as one of the most crucial hurdles that must be overcome to achieve 

communicative proficiency. Much of the initial research into second 

language vocabulary acquisition focused on determining the depth or 

size of vocabulary knowledge necessary to achieve proficiency.  Later L2 

vocabulary researchers focused on ascertaining whether teaching 

vocabulary explicitly was appropriate for language classrooms, or 

whether it was a passive skill that should be relegated to incidental 

acquisition in the context of communicative interaction.  However, only 

recently has the field of second language vocabulary acquisition research 

reached the agreement that the majority of L2 vocabulary acquisition 

occurs incidentally, but that it can be hastened and strengthened by 

explicit instruction.  As such, this dissertation examines how the use of 

music and music videos to teach L2 vocabulary can provide students 

with an authentic linguistic and cultural context for incidental 
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acquisition, and is coupled with an attractive and engaging opportunity 

for explicit vocabulary instruction. 

Language learners and teachers alike often anecdotally convey an 

intuitive sense that rhythm and music aid memory, and are therefore 

beneficial for learning vocabulary.  My initial inspiration for the present 

study and, indeed, the source of the study’s music video materials is a 

web-based multimedia Russian language-learning program entitled 

Rockin’ Russian (See Appendix F).  A collaborative project of the 

Department of Slavic and Eurasian Studies and the Center for Open 

Educational Resources and Language Learning at the University of Texas 

at Austin, the free access web-based program is designed to increase 

students’ exposure to Russian language and culture through the medium 

of music videos.  In fact, the site consists of two different versions.  The 

original version, Rockin’ Russian, contains an on-line juke box player of 

ten contemporary Russian music videos and accompanying exercises for 

Novice, Intermediate, and Superior learners based on the ACTFL 

Proficiency Guidelines, and there is now also a later development Retro 

Russian site that includes eight Russian music videos from the Soviet 

era.  Both of the sites have the ingenious option to view the videos with 

Russian (L2) captions, literal English (L1) subtitles, or colloquial English 

(L1) subtitles.  This innovative feature not only aids students’ 

comprehension, it also adds a fun and enticing feature that invites 

learners to undergo a more in-depth process of evaluation with the words 

and language they are encountering.  The Retro site, which was created 

later, also added the inventive feature of in-caption glossing for the 
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Russian captions.  If students are uncertain of a word’s meaning in the 

caption, they need only click on the word.  This click immediately pauses 

the video, and opens a window with a dictionary entry for the word from 

an open-source Russian-English dictionary.  Such immediate feedback 

invariably increases interactivity and learner involvement, and as such 

can only positively affect language acquisition. 

For the study outlined in Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation, I 

utilized four contemporary songs/videos from the original Rockin’ 

Russian website.  Since our department had already gained permission 

from MTV Russia to use the videos for educational purposes, and they 

already had large, clear, and correct Russian captions pre-designed for 

language learners, I decided to utilize my earlier research on modality of 

input and vocabulary learning to evaluate the efficiency of the use of 

Rockin’ Russian’s songs and videos for the development of lexical 

knowledge.  I chose to use songs and videos from the contemporary site 

only because I felt their contemporary language was most relevant for 

today’s American university students of Russian, and because their 

higher production values afforded more attractive and modern looking 

and sounding songs.   

While Rockin’ Russian wisely includes contemporary videos from 

various genres of music (hip-hop, hard rock, pop rock, etc) to account for 

learner differences, for the purposes of this study, I selected four 

songs/videos that could all fall under the pop rock genre.  Since pop 

songs are designed to resonate with a widespread audience, I thought 

pop rock might also better reach a wide range of participants in the 
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study.  Even if a number of the participants in the study were not fans of 

pop music in their native culture, everyone has had a pop song that they 

do not like stick in their head because pop songs deliberately try to be 

catchy.  In this way, pop songs can be beneficial to learners even if it is 

not their favorite genre of music in their native culture.  Lastly, the use of 

only one musical genre in the study could help rule out any effect that 

genre might have in the study. 

 

Significance of the Problem 

As internet and mobile technology have now firmly established 

their presence in the daily reality of people across the entire globe, 

focusing on multimedia activities that are suitable for digital learning 

should be the preeminent concern of language educators.  In the United 

States, tablet computers, smart phones, e-book readers, and lightweight 

portable laptops are now common household items.  For the first time in 

history, these household items have a virtually limitless potential to 

benefit the acquisition of a second language and culture.  Through digital 

media such as text readers, video, music, photography, games, and 

more, language educators now have access to a seemingly infinite digital 

cache of authentic linguistic and cultural multimedia content on the 

internet to incorporate into the language classroom.   

Much of this content is open-source and free from copyright 

restrictions.  Due to this freedom of use, educators not only have legal 

permission to make use of digital media such as music and music 
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videos, but they are also free to collaborate on pedagogical materials to 

accompany them.  While the primary goal of this dissertation is to 

evaluate the use of music and music videos for vocabulary development, 

I also hope to inspire language instructors to share ideas, materials, and 

experiences with music videos and other digital language and culture 

content in an open source format.  In this way, as a collective community 

of language educators and learners, we can improve on past experiences 

and develop a massive repository of diverse multimedia language 

learning content.   Such a powerhouse of a variety of easily accessible 

language learning materials would not only allow language courses to be 

more personalized and learner-centered with relative ease, it would also 

give language instructors a centralized forum to collect, collaborate, and 

co-opt language teaching materials that are both timely and authentic.  

The topic of music videos in open educational resources is discussed in 

detail in Chapter 5:  Conclusion under the heading Suggestions for 

Further Research. 

As the types of multimedia learning activities are extremely diverse, 

language educators must first determine which specific multimedia 

activities are the most enjoyable for students, and thus have a better 

potential to engage learners and encourage language acquisition.  Next, 

researchers in the field must then determine which individual digital 

learning activities are most appropriate for pedagogical endeavors in the 

teaching of languages.  Finally, it is of paramount importance that 

language researchers not only determine which digital activities can be 
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utilized in the language classroom, but also which specific language 

skills these activities have the propensity to improve.   

 

Purpose Statement 

In response to the aforementioned problem, this dissertation 

utilizes a mixed method approach of quantitative and qualitative analysis 

of data.  First a quantitative analysis was conducted to determine 

whether encountering new vocabulary in the context of reading, reading 

plus music, or reading plus music and video was superior at promoting 

the acquisition of lexical knowledge by facilitating the link of L2 form 

with L1 meaning.  In addition, the dissertation utilizes a qualitative 

analysis of questionnaire data and personal observation to augment 

some of the findings in the quantitative data, and to gain an 

understanding of language learners’ attitudes towards the use of music 

and music videos for language learning both inside and outside of the 

classroom.  To this end, I proposed the following research questions: 

1.  Does the active acquisition of lexical knowledge increase when 

unfamiliar words are encountered in a text that is contextualized 

by input from the aural modality in the form of music as compared 

with written textual input alone? 

2.  Does the active acquisition of lexical knowledge increase when 

unfamiliar words are encountered in a text that is contextualized 

in input from both the aural modality in the form of music and the 

visual modality in the form of video as compared with written 
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textual input alone or with textual input combined with aural 

input in the form of music? 

3.  What are American university students’ attitudes and beliefs 

about the use of music and music video for the study of a foreign 

language both inside and outside of the classroom? 

4.  Will language students incorporate target language and culture 

music and music videos provided by language instructors into 

their pre-existing music listening and video watching habits? 

Collecting empirical data, both quantitative and qualitative, these 

questions will be addressed. The overall purpose of the study is threefold.  

First, I hope to determine whether the process of associating L2 form 

with L1 meaning in the process of second language vocabulary 

acquisition is indeed facilitated by the addition of input from the aural 

modality in the form of music or from the combined input from the aural 

and visual modality in the form of captioned music video.  Second, I hope 

to provide language educators with qualitative data that reflects the 

attitude of university language students about the use of music and 

music video in language learning, and also clarifies some of the results of 

the quantitative analysis.  Finally, I hope that the presentation of both of 

these quantitative and qualitative analyses will encourage language 

instructors not only to incorporate music and music videos into their 

language classes, but will also inspire them to share their successes in a 

web-based open-source format for the benefit of language teachers and 

learners everywhere.   
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Overview of Methodology 

The participants in the study presented in this dissertation were 

18 intermediate Russian as a foreign language learners from the second 

and third year Russian courses at the University of Texas at Austin.  

Over the five weeks of the study, all of the participants were exposed to 

unfamiliar Russian linguistic material in the context of song lyrics, and 

completed accompanying vocabulary rehearsal cloze exercises.  The four 

songs used in the study were “!"#$%&%"'#” by (%)*#"+, “,-% ./-0 &/1234+” 

by 5/"/& 312, “5/"/&” by 6+-70 )#-31, and “8/$0% 9:&#” by ;49#-.   

The eighteen participants were randomly divided into three groups 

equal in number, one control group and two treatment groups.  Since 

much of the literature outlined in the review in Chapter 2 suggests that 

most low-frequency (Advanced) L2 vocabulary acquisition occurs 

incidentally during extensive reading and can be enhanced by explicit 

vocabulary learning activities, in the study presented in this dissertation 

I use these two elements as controls and compare vocabulary learning 

from reading text and rehearsal activities alone with vocabulary learning 

from reading text while listening to the text in music or watching it in a 

captioned music video.  This addition of input modalities invariably 

affects the acquisition of lexical knowledge.  In this study in particular, I 

measure the effect of the addition of aural and visual input modalities 

through music and music videos on the ability to associate target 

language (L2) word form with native language (L1) meaning sense.  While 

this approach does not measure whether a word has been fully acquired 

into full receptive and productive vocabulary use, it targets the process of 
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associating the recognition of L2 word form with L1 word meaning.   This 

subset skill is unquestionably a requisite skill in the multifaceted 

process of overall L2 vocabulary acquisition, and language students 

themselves often cite the ability to know the translations of words as one 

of the most important obstacles in learning a foreign language.  

Moreover, targeting this specific aspect of vocabulary acquisition was less 

complex to isolate during the time constraints of the study.  These 

include constraints on the amount of time students were reasonably 

willing to volunteer for a study where no compensation was offered for 

their involvement, as well as constraints imposed by the length of the 

semester on the overall duration of the study. 

Each week, the control group (Group T) was exposed to unfamiliar 

Russian linguistic material by reading the lyrics of a song in text form 

only.  The first treatment group (Group TM) was exposed to the same 

unfamiliar linguistic material by reading the lyrics of the song, and also 

simultaneously listening to the song.  The second treatment group 

(Group TMV) encountered the same linguistic material by reading the 

lyrics of the song, but also simultaneously listened to the song and 

watched its official music video with Russian captions on a computer 

screen.  Through a pre-and post-test word translation survey, the 

participants' ability to associate a target L2 word form with L1 meaning 

was measured.  In addition, qualitative data on students' attitudes 

towards the use of music and music videos in language learning was 

collected through a post-test questionnaire. 
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Organization of the Chapters 

 The remaining four chapters of this dissertation review the 

literature of relevant research, present the methodology of the study, 

analyze the study data, discuss the limitations of the study, and make 

suggestions for further research.  In Chapter 2: Literature Review, I begin 

by presenting the current state of research on second language 

vocabulary acquisition.  I first chronicle the progress of second language 

vocabulary acquisition research in the history of language teaching 

methodologies to acquaint the reader with the evolution of the study of 

L2 vocabulary acquisition.  I then discuss contemporary perspectives on 

teaching for vocabulary gains in the language classroom to provide a 

rationale for the focus on vocabulary acquisition in the present study.  

Next, I discuss existing literature on the use of music for learning 

languages, and finally I outline research on the use of video for language 

pedagogy. 

 In Chapter 3: Methodology, I present the delimitation of the study.  

This presentation encompasses a statement of the research questions, a 

detailed description of the participants involved in the study, the 

procedure of data collection, and a presentation of the measurement 

tools.  Chapter 4: Data Analysis follows with an exposition of the data 

collected during the study and a detailed analysis of its implications.  

Finally, in Chapter 5: Conclusion, I discuss the research findings, the 

limitations of the study, and make suggestions for further research. 
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Definitions of Key Terminology 

 The most common definition of the term vocabulary is the words 

that constitute the language (Schmitt, 2002).  However, this 

interpretation of the word vocabulary is too narrow for a study on second 

language vocabulary acquisition.  Indeed, defining exactly what a word is 

can be a rather elusive process.  The words ride, rides, rode, and ridden 

all have the same base form and meaning but with minor changes to 

affixes to serve a grammatical purpose.  These grammatical changes to a 

word’s base form are known as inflections.   However, if the affixes 

change the part of speech of a word then they are known as derivatives.  

For example, the noun “requirement” is a derivative of the verb “to 

require.”  In order to incorporate all of these different forms of a given 

word, a word’s base form and all of its possible inflections and derivatives 

is typically known as a word family.  Moreover, the term lemma is used to 

refer to a word and its grammatical inflections only (not including its 

derivatives) (Schmitt, 2002).  Throughout this dissertation the term word 

will be used except where additional specificity is warranted.  

While individual words indeed have the potential to carry meaning, 

they must also regularly be combined with other words to complete a 

meaning sense.  For example, collocations, phrasal verbs, and idioms 

may consist of a number of discrete words that, when combined, may 

convey an altogether different meaning than their constituent parts.  To 

incorporate these multi-word purveyors of meaning, the term lexical unit 

(or lexeme or lexical item) was coined in L2 vocabulary literature (Schmitt, 

2002).  For the purposes of this dissertation, the term vocabulary will 
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encapsulate both words and lexical units.  Additionally, the term lexicon 

will be used as a synonym for vocabulary. 

 A crucial distinction for this dissertation in particular, the term 

lexical knowledge will be used to discuss the different types of semantic 

knowledge that are part and parcel of knowing a word or lexical item.  

Discussed further in Chapter 2: Literature Review, Nation outlines a 

number of distinct types of word knowledge that are necessary to 

consider a lexical item fully acquired into a learner’s vocabulary.  He lists 

the different types of word knowledge as follows: 

• the meaning of the word 

• the written form of the word 

• the spoken form of the word 

• the grammatical behavior of the word 

• the collocations of the word 

• the register of the word 

• the associations of the word 

• the frequency of the word (Ian Stephen Paul Nation & 

Nation, 1990) 

As can be seen from Nation’s list, there are a number of different types of 

word knowledge that are necessary to consider a vocabulary item fully 

acquired.  While some of these types of word knowledge may occur in 

unison, others may be acquired incrementally.  The study outlined in 

Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation focuses on measuring the 

participants’ acquisition of written form in conjunction with native 

meaning.  While these first two types of word knowledge are invariably 
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the foundation of vocabulary acquisition, their acquisition does not 

necessarily constitute a fully acquired vocabulary item.  As such, 

throughout this dissertation the term lexical knowledge will be used to 

reference different types of word knowledge. 

Second language refers to a language that is learned or spoken that 

is not a native language.  A foreign language is a language that is learned 

or spoken in a place where it is not a commonly used language. 
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review 

 

The following literature review outlines the current research in the 

field of applied linguistics that provides the background and theoretical 

framework of the study that was conducted and is outlined in chapters 

three and four of this dissertation.   In particular the review examines 

three areas of relevant research from the study of second language 

acquisition that support the following study.  First, the review examines 

the state of vocabulary acquisition in the study of second language 

learning.  Beginning with a description of the role of vocabulary learning 

and teaching in the history of language learning methods, the review 

describes how second language vocabulary has come to its current 

position in the study of foreign language learning.   It looks at both 

literature on the process of acquiring an L2 lexicon, as well as research 

that discusses the merits of teaching specifically for the development of 

L2 vocabulary.  Next the review discusses literature on the use of music 

to teach foreign languages and how songs, both music and lyrics, are 

particularly well suited for teaching vocabulary specifically.  Finally, the 

review examines the close relationship of music and video, and how 

captioned videos in particular can be a strong asset to the acquisition of 

L2 lexical knowledge. 
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History of Language Teaching Methodology and Vocabulary 
Acquisition to 1980 

The study of second language vocabulary acquisition has occupied 

a contentious position in the field of applied linguistics for decades.  Prior 

to the emergence of numerous new language-teaching methodologies in 

the early twentieth century, the predominant approach to foreign 

language instruction was the Grammar Translation Method (GTM) 

(Benseler & Schulz, 1980; Chastain, 1976).  Used for centuries to teach 

Latin and Greek, as well as other languages, the GTM supplied students 

with a text in the target language, grammar points, and a list of glossed 

vocabulary, and required them to learn language structure and word 

meaning in the process of translating the text to their native tongue.  

While this method was excellent at preparing students to read literature 

in the target language, it often fell short of supplying its practitioners 

with any real skills in language production to implement during day-to-

day interactions with the target language.  In particular, it lacked any 

exposure to the colloquial and idiomatic use of the language frequently 

necessary to communicate with native speakers of the language in 

question.  While GTM was inefficient at achieving communicative 

proficiency, it did focus heavily on the rote study of vocabulary.  The 

position of importance that vocabulary enjoyed in GTM is crucial to this 

study, because it reveals an inherent human intuition that vocabulary is 

important for language study.   

In order to address the perceived weaknesses of GTM, language 

teachers in the first half of the twentieth century began to prefer an 
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approach to language teaching known as the Direct Method (or Natural 

Method) (Wilga M Rivers, 1981).  Unlike GTM, the DM used only the 

target language for classroom activities, and virtually no use of the 

learner’s native language was allowed.  This method assumed that the 

process of acquiring a second language is similar to the acquisition of the 

mother tongue, and as such attempted to turn the language classroom 

into a simulated immersion environment.  Unfortunately these attempts 

at native-like interaction in the classroom often felt contrived and 

ultimately exposed the student to inauthentic language that did not in 

fact exist in the target culture.  Moreover, the DM also had the 

unfortunate potential to allow for the fossilization of incorrect 

pronunciation and use of language structure.  Sadly, the DM was also 

the beginning of the end for vocabulary teaching and learning in the 

twentieth century language classroom.  While vocabulary was still taught 

to some degree in the DM through the use of repetition of words 

associated with pictures or actions, since the native language of the 

student was not permitted, there was very little emphasis on rote 

vocabulary study.   

At the end of the Second World War, second language educators 

had to revisit their preexisting notions on language learning to address 

the drastically different goals coming from their students.  In the post-

war period, reading the classics of a foreign literature was no longer the 

primary goal of foreign language learners.  In response to the increased 

need for understanding foreign intelligence and radio communications, it 

become clear that language training should prepare students not only to 
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read, but also to aurally and verbally communicate with their allies and 

adversaries if they were to compete and succeed in the rapidly globalizing 

world.  In response to these new goals, and spurred on by the 

development of more accessible audio and video technology, what 

became known as the Audio-lingual method (ALM) became the most 

popular approach to language instruction.   

Inspired by behaviorism, the ALM, similar to the DM, presupposes 

that a learner can acquire a new language through a system of 

reinforcement.  To that end, students were exposed to new language 

while listening to audio recordings in what was known as a language 

laboratory.  The students would then repeat the language constructions 

that they heard out loud.  Most of the language examples used in ALM 

were focused on the acquisition of grammar.  Vocabulary learning, on the 

other hand, was further relegated to a passive skill that warranted no 

attention in the classroom.  It was assumed that vocabulary knowledge 

would be acquired naturally as the student gained more experience 

interacting with the language.   However, after a brief tenure as the most 

popular method for language instruction, ALM fell out of favor with many 

of the applied linguists of its day.  For example, Wilga Rivers pointed out 

several shortcomings of the ALM in her book The Psychologist and the 

Foreign Language Teacher (W.M. Rivers, 1964).  She contended that ALM 

reduces language to habitual responses, and that it ignores the 

emotional and cultural contextual knowledge necessary for successful 

communication with native speakers.  Her work ultimately inspired more 

experimental studies such as The Pennsylvania Foreign Language Project 
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that demonstrated empirically that a cognitive approach, which includes 

an element of instruction in the learner’s native tongue, is superior to an 

audio-lingual exclusive approach (Smith, 1970).  While the ALM is no 

longer considered appropriate as an organizing principle for an entire 

language course, the use of audio and video materials as a useful tool in 

a language instructor’s cache of instructional materials continues to 

grow to this day.   

In an attempt to improve on the ALM, the Functional-notional (F-N) 

approach to curriculum design emerged in the field of language teaching 

during the 1970s.  While not exactly a teaching method as much as an 

approach to syllabus design, the F-N approach structured the material to 

be presented in a language course around notions, the particular context 

in which the language occurs, and functions, or the specific language 

production necessary in such a context for successful communication 

(Wilkins, 1976). Instead of using grammar as the central theme for 

course construction, proponents of the F-N approach used their 

students’ individual language goals as the guiding principle.  This shift 

from the teacher-centered instruction of the aforementioned methods to 

the learner-centered approach of F-N syllabi was a first in the field of 

applied linguistics.  A highly fortuitous advancement, the move to 

learner-centered instruction finally began to address the deficiencies of 

the ALM by curtailing a course’s content to adequately address what 

individual learners intended to do with the language they were studying.  

Finocchiaro and Brumfit in their book on the F-N approach say that, 

“The learner’s actual and foreseeable academic, social, and vocational 
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needs will underlie all aspects of the [F-N syllabus’] linguistic and 

cultural content” (Finocchiaro & Brumfit, 1983). 

 

Communicative Language Teaching and Vocabulary Teaching and 
Learning 

As F-N syllabi became increasingly popular throughout the 1970s 

and 80s, a new approach to foreign language teaching emerged to 

complement the new advances in curriculum design.  This new approach 

became known as the Communicative Method or Communicative 

Language Teaching (CLT).  CLT as an instructional approach maintained 

that interaction should be both the means and the goal of second 

language learning.  (W.M. Rivers, 1973; Widdowson, 1978) Similar to the 

Direct Method, CLT maintained that interaction with the language in 

communicative practice was the best means to achieving communicative 

competence.   

Inspired by the push for F-N syllabi, CLT also insisted on a 

learner-centered approach that addressed individual learner goals and 

attempted to link classroom activities with real-world language activities 

outside of class.  To mimic further an immersive experience, CLT also 

held the use of authentic texts in the classroom as one of its major tenets 

(Gilmore, 2007).  An authentic text is defined as any example of language 

use that is created by a native speaker of the language for the 

consumption of other native speakers (Gilmore, 2007).  Therefore, CLT 

practitioners adamantly discouraged the use of graded texts, and 

attempted to increase the students’ native language exposure by teaching 
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with native materials ranging from newspapers and magazines to songs, 

film, and other native-produced realia.  In addition to the use of 

authentic materials, CLT differed from the DM by allowing room for the 

inclusion of a cognitive approach in the learner’s native tongue.  While 

communicative interaction in the target language was the foundation of 

CLT, some use of the learner’s native language was permitted.  In 

particular, CLT encouraged teaching language-learning strategies to 

draw the learner’s attention to the process of language learning. 

The position of vocabulary teaching and learning in a 

communicative classroom was at first a tenuous one.  While the very 

basis of organizing a syllabus around functions and notions presupposes 

some element of learning words corresponding to a central theme, in the 

very early days of CLT, teaching vocabulary directly was not encouraged 

because it was considered teaching about the language rather than 

teaching through the language itself.  Early proponents of CLT felt that 

semantic knowledge was best acquired from contextual interaction with 

the language, and thus preferred dedicating classroom procedure to 

fluency and communicative practice that favors syntactical development.  

As such, second language vocabulary acquisition research was severely 

lacking in the field of applied linguistics through the 1970s and early 

80s.  (Levenston, 1979; Meara, 1980; Richards, 1976) Its brief absence, 

however, was cut short with a shift in the communicative movement to 

focus on achieving communicative proficiency.   

In 1986 the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign 

Languages released its first edition of its Proficiency Guidelines, a set of 
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descriptive guidelines to provide a common system of measurement to 

assess a foreign language learner’s proficiency in all four skills of 

reading, writing, listening, and speaking.  As CLT educators began to 

strive for functional and even professional proficiency, the 

communicative movement became more open to a number of different 

approaches to language learning.  Applied linguists became convinced 

that any activity that helps students develop their proficiency was 

suitable for classroom routine.  Since vocabulary knowledge is regularly 

mentioned in the ACTFL Guideline’s descriptors for each level of spoken 

proficiency, educators began to realize that lexical knowledge was one of 

many key components necessary for communicative proficiency.  In fact, 

native speakers can understand utterances with correct vocabulary and 

incorrect grammar better than utterances with correct grammar and 

incorrect vocabulary (Zimmerman, 1997).   

The perceived need for mastering a target language’s vocabulary to 

achieve proficiency was also reflected in students’ own beliefs about 

language learning.  Horwitz found in her Beliefs About Language 

Learning Index (BALLI) that as much as 39% of her participants 

considered vocabulary learning the most important part of learning a 

new language (E.K. Horwitz, 1988).  Since language learners often cite 

vocabulary acquisition as one of the most challenging hurdles to 

overcome in learning a new language (Kelly, 1991; Krashen, 1989; 

Meara, 1980), and since the movement for proficiency also recognized 

vocabulary knowledge as a prerequisite for success, there was a 
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significant boom in second language vocabulary acquisition research at 

the end of the twentieth century. 

 

Vocabulary Size Research 

The first quandary to arise in the deluge of second language 

vocabulary acquisition research that emerged in the 1990s was 

determining the ideal means for acquiring a foreign lexicon.  The first 

questions to address were how many words exist in a given language and 

how many words do foreign language learners need to acquire to achieve 

proficiency?  While this question is difficult to answer depending on what 

exactly is considered a word, researchers at the turn of the century 

largely agreed that an average native speaker of English knows 

approximately twenty thousand word families (I.S.P. Nation, 2002). This 

goal may seem insurmountable for foreign language learners, but it has 

also been determined that the most frequent two thousand to three 

thousand  words can on average account for up to ninety percent of a 

given text, and could possibly have an even more robust coverage of 

spoken discourse (B. Laufer, 1992, 1997; I.S.P. Nation, 2002; Schmitt, 

2008).  As a result of these studies, the most popular perspective at the 

end of the twentieth century among vocabulary experts was that the 

majority of vocabulary acquisition beyond the initial few thousand words 

occurred incidentally in the process of extensive reading (Coady, 1996; 

Grabe & Stoller, 1997; Huckin & Coady, 1999; Nagy & Herman, 1985).   
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Incidental Vocabulary Learning 

The viewpoint that the majority of L2 vocabulary acquisition occurs 

incidentally during extensive reading sparked a lengthy debate on the 

merits of incidental vocabulary learning versus explicit vocabulary 

learning.  Incidental learning occurs when a word’s meaning is learned 

from the context in which it is encountered, whereas explicit learning 

takes place when word meaning is the focus of attention in a learning 

activity such as classroom or homework exercises (Schmitt, 2002). On 

the one hand, explicit learning appears most suitable because it 

concentrates the learner’s attention on the information to be learned, but 

it also takes significantly more time and energy, and is learned in an 

artificial context that will not likely resurface in day-to-day interactions 

with the target language.  Incidental vocabulary learning, on the other 

hand, occurs in the process of communicative interaction, and thus 

couples lexical knowledge gains with communicative rehearsal and 

contextualizes new words in the learner’s own personal experience, 

deepening their involvement with the acquisition process and 

encouraging long-term retention.  The initial tendency for vocabulary 

specialists to favor incidental learning through reading was largely due to 

the widespread influence of Krashen’s Input Hypothesis, which 

maintained that language learners acquire new language when they 

comprehend input that is slightly higher than their current level of 

understanding.  The prerequisite for acquisition of new material is 

comprehensible input.  If students do not understand what they are 
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reading or hearing, they cannot acquire unfamiliar words.  Krashen 

defines his hypothesis, 
 

The Input Hypothesis (IH) assumes that we acquire language by 
understanding messages.  More precisely, comprehensible input is 
the essential environmental ingredient – a richly specified internal 
language acquisition device also makes a significant contribution 
to language acquisition.  I argue that the best hypothesis is that 
competence in spelling and vocabulary is most efficiently attained 
by comprehensible input in the form of reading, a position argued 
by several others (Krashen, 1989). 

While some amount of comprehensible input is unquestionably 

necessary for the acquisition of new language, the primary shortcoming 

of the Input Hypothesis is that it presupposes that comprehensible input 

necessarily benefits acquisition.  Since vocabulary acquisition is a 

complex process that involves not only recognition of form and meaning, 

but is also affected by the surrounding context in which the lexical item 

appears, the task involved when encountering the word, the attention 

and personal interest of the reader, and many other influences, its 

entirely possible that the ease comprehension affords a reader could also 

be detrimental to acquisition.  Nation and Coady elucidated this point: 
 

the very redundancy or richness of information in a given context 
which enables a reader to guess an unknown word successfully 
could also predict that that same reader is less likely to learn the 
word because he or she was able to comprehend the text without 
knowing the word. (P. Nation & Coady, 1988) 

Therefore, extensive reading alone may not be the most efficient means to 

achieving a more consummate foreign lexicon. 
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Explicit Vocabulary Learning 

 While advocates of incidental vocabulary acquisition often remain 

unconvinced of the facility of explicit vocabulary instruction, the 

converse is not typically true.  Most of the researchers who support 

explicit vocabulary instruction concede that incidental learning occurs, 

but that it can be strengthened, improved, and hastened when 

augmented with explicit instruction.  According to Schmitt, “The 

consensus is that, for second language learners at least, both explicit 

and incidental learning are necessary, and should be seen as 

complementary.” (Schmitt, 2002)  Accordingly, the goal of language 

instructors when organizing the lexical content of their course syllabi 

should be to provide numerous exposures to high-frequency vocabulary 

in the context of extensive authentic reading, while simultaneously 

providing explicit form focused activities to draw the learner’s attention 

to unfamiliar lexical items.  Schmitt also points out, 
 

The field of psychology (which actually has very close ties with the 
area of language learning and processing) has given us an 
important concept related to explicit language learning:  the more 
one manipulates, thinks about, and uses mental information, the 
more likely it is that one will retain that information (depth of 
processing hypothesis).  In the case of vocabulary, the more one 
engages with a word (deeper processing), the more likely the word 
will be remembered for later use (Schmitt, 2002). 
 
One researcher, Batia Laufer, defined the incidental vocabulary 

through extensive reading hypothesis as the “default hypothesis,” which 

she attempts to disprove by examining, in detail, its underlying 

assumptions.  She lists these assumptions as “the noticing assumption, 
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the guessing assumption, the guessing-retention assumption, the 

repeated- exposure retention assumption, and the extrapolation 

assumption.” (B. Laufer, 2005) While she makes a valid point in her 

debunking of all of these assumptions, since each consecutive 

assumption presupposes the one before it, for the purposes of this 

literature review, only the first two will be discussed.     

 The noticing assumption contests that if L2 learners are to acquire 

new vocabulary from texts that they are reading, then they must first 

recognize, or notice, when they encounter a word that is not previously 

known to them.  While it seems natural that learners would be aware of 

the fact that they had stumbled upon an unknown word, research 

suggests that this is not always the case.  Laufer and Yano conducted an 

experiment to ascertain whether or not L2 learners were regularly aware 

of unfamiliar words in the target-language texts they were reading.  After 

taking a translation quiz of twenty words from the text, the researchers 

had the students self-assess their performance.  The results determined 

that students almost always over-evaluated their results, often as much 

as 60%. (B. Laufer & Yano, 2001) 

 The second assumption Laufer delineates she calls the guessing 

assumption.  The guessing assumption actually relies on the fact that 

the first noticing assumption is true, and contests that a student has an 
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opportunity, when noticing an unknown word, to guess the word's 

meaning from context.    While such guessing is certainly the process 

that L1 readers undergo when confronted with new lexical items in a 

given text, it seems illogical to assume that L2 vocabulary acquisition 

occurs in precisely the same manner.  It is especially the case concerning 

beginning learners, whose vocabulary is very limited.  As a result, it is 

highly unlikely that they will have a high rate of success at guessing new 

lexical items from context when the context itself may be full of unknown 

words.  Furthermore, even under the circumstance when an L2 reader is 

familiar with the words in context, sometimes, context can be deceiving.   

Laufer states: 

 [...] not all contexts provide clues for unknown words.  In the 
sentence “I saw an   X last night,” there is no way to know what X is.  
Some contexts can even be  misleading.  In the sentence “People were 
drinking, singing, laughing, brawling',  most learners interpreted 
'brawling' as 'having a good time'. (B. Laufer, 2005) 
 
While her point is undeniable, it is relevant to note that she is not 

suggesting that learning vocabulary from reading context is impossible, 

but rather that due to its propensity for error and frustration, it should 

not be considered the only means of lexical input, and should not be left 

to the learner's devices alone.  Instead, she makes an argument for 

planned lexical instruction (PLI), which utilizes pre-prepared reading 
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exercises in conjunction with word-focused lexical exercises in the 

classroom.  Laufer contends: 

 PLI makes sure that when words are selected for learning, they are 
attended to,  whether in a reading passage, or a specially designed 
activity.  One of such  activities can be inferring from context.  
However, the teacher will make sure that  guesses are verified, incorrect 
guesses corrected, and word meaning supplied  when clues are 
unavailable, unusable or misleading. (Laufer, 2005) 
 
Therefore, planned lexical instruction simply attempts to increase the 

involvement of the teacher in the student's exposure to new vocabulary.  

Many language students predominately encounter the target language 

while in the classroom.  This is particularly true for foreign language 

students in American universities.  As such, the language teacher must 

act as both a resource of language exposure for incidental learning, as 

well as an organizational guide who directs students’ attention to explicit 

learning.  Laufer is not alone in maintaining that gains in vocabulary 

knowledge can best be achieved through instructor involvement in both 

intentional and incidental acquisition.  Schmitt perhaps summarizes this 

necessity best in his recent review of instructed second language 

vocabulary acquisition research: 

[…] the main reason for an explicit focus on vocabulary is that it is 
effective:  although research has demonstrated that valuable 
learning can accrue from incidental exposure […], intentional 
vocabulary learning (i.e. when the specific goal is to learn 
vocabulary, usually with an explicit focus) almost always leads to 
greater and faster gains, with a better chance of retention and of 
reaching productive levels of mastery (Schmitt, 2008) 
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Vocabulary Acquisition as Incremental 

 Whether acquired through incidental exposure, or learned during 

explicit study, vocabulary acquisition happens incrementally (I.S.P. 

Nation, 2002; Schmitt, 1998, 2002).  Incremental acquisition simply 

means that different aspects of word knowledge are acquired at different 

rates, and therefore a full understanding of a word and all of its various 

forms and meaning senses develops over time.  For example, when a 

language learner first learns a new word, they likely only gain an 

awareness of the form and some sense of a single possible associated 

meaning.  As the student gains more exposure to the word in a variety of 

contexts, their word knowledge becomes more in-depth.  As their 

exposure to the word increases, they begin to learn different forms of the 

word, possible different meanings, and common collocations.  Ultimately, 

a great deal of time and number of exposures to the word in a variety of 

contexts will likely have occurred before a student intuitively 

understands the frequency of the word use, cultural and register 

constraints, and precise collocational behavior. 

Once language instructors are made aware of their involvement in 

both providing opportunities for incidental vocabulary learning as well as 

being the organizer of explicit vocabulary instruction, they should next 

ensure that they understand the underlying processes involved in 

knowing a word.  What exactly constitutes “knowing” a word? 
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Types of Word Knowledge 

There are multiple aspects of word knowledge, and understanding 

these different elements can provide valuable insight when planning 

which features are most suitable for incidental acquisition, and which 

ones could most benefit from being taught directly.  Nation divides these 

different features of word knowledge into form, meaning, and use (I.S.P. 

Nation, 2002).   Knowing a word’s form involves the overall shape of the 

word in both spoken and written form.  For example, knowing the form of 

a spoken word requires both passive recognition of the word’s sounds, as 

well as knowing how to productively pronounce the word.  Knowing the 

form of a written word, on the other hand has to do with knowing what 

the word looks like passively, while also being able to spell the word 

productively.  In addition, knowledge of a word’s form can also entail 

knowing parts of a word and deriving or producing meaning from 

constituent parts.  Moreover, knowing a word’s meaning combines the 

form of the word with the semantic content of the word.  This feature of 

word knowledge pertains to what precisely the form means, or what form 

could adequately express the meaning desired by the speaker.  It may 

also involve an understanding of the word’s conceptual content and 

associations.  A solid grasp of a word’s meaning presupposes an 

awareness of that meaning in the broader context of all the concepts and 

ideas the meaning of the word may invoke, and how these concepts may 

relate to other words or forms.  Finally, being proficient in a given word’s 

use has to do with knowing the grammatical functions necessary to use 

the word, as well as knowing collocations or any limitations on using 
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appropriately.  In other words, knowledge of a word’s use implies 

knowing not only how a word is used in the context of grammatical 

structure, but also knowing where, when, and how often it can be used 

(I.S.P. Nation, 2002). 

 

Music in the Language Classroom 

Music has undoubtedly been used for learning foreign languages 

for centuries through chants, singing, and melodic verse.  Accordingly, 

the use of music for foreign language learning, and indeed foreign 

language vocabulary learning, has had a lengthy tenure as a topic of 

interest in language learning research.  For example, Hahn discovered 

already in 1972 that music was an effective mediating factor for the 

acquisition and retention of foreign (German) lexical items in his study of 

thirty-eight Midwestern seventh graders (Hahn, 1972).  Soon after, 

Carolyn Graham introduced her popular “jazz chants,” rhythmic chants 

of American English designed to linger in students memory and 

encourage subvocal rehearsal (Graham, 1978).  Maley was also an early 

supporter of the use of song in language classroom because their poetic 

content aids memory (Maley, 1987).   Lyrics are, after all, a form of 

poetry.  The influential linguist Roman Jakobson pointed out that the 

poetic function of a language is not limited to lyrics and poetry, but is in 

fact a key component of language use (Jakobson, Waugh, & Monville-

Burston, 1998).  As such, Jakobson, like Maley, insisted that studying 
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the poetry of a language could provide a wealth of knowledge about the 

more general poetic functioning of the language in question. 

The interest in studying the use of music for foreign language 

study likely stems from the perceived similarities of language and music 

as a means of expression.  Indeed, the bulk of   Both the structure and 

function of music and language have multiple commonalities.  They are 

both systems of sounds designed to communicate information.  The 

relationship between music and language can, in fact, be extended even 

further.  Sloboda outlines the similarities between language and music 

as follows: 

 
1. "universal to all humans and specific to humans" meaning that 

we have a unique propensity to use both music and language. 
2. The ability to create "an unlimited number of novel sequences" 

using words/musical contours is indicative of characteristics 
that are part of both language and music. 

3. "Spontaneous speech and spontaneous singing develop within 
infants at approximately the same time."  

4. "The natural medium for both language and music is auditory-
vocal." 

5. Music and language can both be written down and notated, 
meaning that "the use of visual symbols" is integral to both 
systems. 

6. "Receptive skills precede productive skills in the development of 
both language and music." 

7. In both language and music, there are distinct variances in 
cultural forms and the context in which such forms are 
presented which affects understanding of acquisition. (Sloboda, 
1985) 

Indeed, as mentioned in number three, there is evidence that suggests 

that human beings learn the prosody of a language, essentially the 

musicality of a language before they learn the language itself.  
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Hannaford, for example, describes the work of Dr. Alfred Tomatis who 

discovered with the aid of fiber optic cameras that fetuses in-utero move 

specific muscles when they can hear certain phonemes.  That is, a 

specific muscle movement occurs every time a certain phoneme is 

uttered outside the womb.  This connection of sensory input with motor 

movement seems to demonstrate that fetuses are coding audio input 

with muscle response, and may suggest phoneme learning can occur 

before birth (Hannaford, 1995). Interestingly, by twenty-four weeks, a 

fetus will already respond to music by blinking its eyes and moving 

rhythmically as though dancing to a beat (Hannaford, 1995).  As such, it 

would seem that the prosody and musicality of a language are essentially 

the foundation of language learning, or, at the very least, that which is 

processed first.  It is because of this early association of learning 

musicality and learning to communicate information that music has 

such a strong potential to benefit language acquisition.  Mora said, 
 
Music seems to leave a particularly deep trace in our memories; 
this could be due to the fact that it is related to affective and 
unconscious factors.  It could also be related to the hypothesis that 
it is less energy-demanding because musical perception starts 
before birth (Mora, 2000).  

 Unsurprisingly, this relationship between language learning and 

music learning continues long after birth.  Research has demonstrated 

that strengthening one’s propensity for music acquisition in turn 

strengthens one’s ability to acquire new language.  In fact, there are 

demonstrable differences between a musician’s brain and that of a non-

musician (Gaser & Schlaug, 2003).  These differences have also been 
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shown to positively affect language acquisition.  For instance, Gottfried 

found a strong correlation between musical ability and success in 

learning a second language with his students of Mandarin (Gottfried, 

2007).  In his first experiment, he found that native speakers of American 

English who were learning Mandarin were much better at distinguishing 

whether a tone had gone up, down, or remained the same pitch if they 

were a musician (as compared with non-musicians).  His second 

experiment also demonstrated that the musicians were much more adept 

at discriminating and imitating Mandarin tones.  In fact, the musician’s 

pronunciation of Mandarin tones was rated as “significantly more native-

like” than that of non-musicians (Gottfried, 2007). 

 Because of the close relationship between music learning and 

language learning that occurs early in life, the two seem to have the 

ability to reinforce one another and strengthen memory.  This potential 

for music to aide memory is at the heart of its propensity to improve 

foreign language vocabulary acquisition.  Loewy concluded in her study 

on the integration of music, language, and voice for music therapy 

purposes that “Music’s ability to lodge and then unlock memories and 

verses from specific moments in time may be one of its most potent 

qualities in recovery potential (Loewy, 2004). 

 Even when music has no linguistic content in a purely 

instrumental context, having music playing in the background can 

benefit language and vocabulary acquisition by providing an additional 

modality of input to contextualize the language being learned.  Lozanov, 

in his approach to language teaching through suggestion known as 
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Suggestopedia, strongly suggested the presence of relaxing background 

music during language learning (Lozanov, Hall-Pozharlieva, & 

Pashmakova, 1978).  More recently, De Groot found in her study of thirty 

six native Dutch speakers that the participants were much better at 

learning new words and their associated meaning (in her case non-

words) when classical music was being played in the background as 

compared to students with no music in the background (De Groot, 2006).  

The foundation of this element of her  research was largely based on a 

review of the literature on the influence of background music on learning 

by Felix who also found that background music positively affected 

language learning performance (Felix, 1993).  If even background music 

can have this strong of an effect, it stands to reason that songs which are 

written with linguistic content that is an intrinsic part of the music could 

have an even more impressive result.   

Another aspect of vocal music that seems extremely profitable for 

vocabulary acquisition purposes is its ability to initiate Krashen’s din.  

The din is a phenomenon that many language learners experience.  It is 

an involuntary subvocal rehearsal of words, sounds, and phrases that 

appears to be set off by the “language acquisition device” (S. D. Krashen, 

1983).  When this din is related to a song or music in particular it is 

what Murphey calls the Song Stuck In My Head Phenomenon (SSIMHP) 

(Murphey, 1990).  The SSIMHP or a melodic din allows language learners 

to continue linguistic rehearsal even when they are engaged in other 

activities.  Indeed, as anyone who has experienced the SSIMHP would 
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attest, these melodic dins can force students to rehearse the language 

and its vocabulary even if they are not trying to. 

While vocal music certainly has the potential to affect language 

learning positively because of its linguistic and cultural content, it also 

aids the learning process by contributing to the overall mood and comfort 

of the learners.  Anxiety can be one of the biggest hurdles for many 

foreign language learners to overcome (Elaine K Horwitz, Horwitz, & 

Cope, 1986).  Music as a mood-enhancing device has the ability to create 

a relaxed environment in the classroom that is more conducive to 

learning.  Brewer points out that, 
 
Music helps us learn because it will establish a positive learning 
state, create a desired atmosphere, build a sense of anticipation, 
energize learning activities, change brain wave states, focus 
concentration, increase attention, improve memory, facilitate a 
multisensory learning experience, release tension, enhance 
imagination, align groups, develop rapport, provide inspiration and 
motivation, add an element of fun and accentuate theme-oriented 
units (Brewer, 1995) 

Essentially, all of these benefits that Brewer mentions are the result of 

music’s ability to create a pleasant mood, and add an element of whimsy 

to an otherwise routine classroom experience. 

 Music’s ability to alter mood and arousal has been well 

documented in peer-reviewed studies.  In fact, many people use music to 

regulate their mood much as they would use caffeine, alcohol, or other 

drugs (North, Hargreaves, & Hargreaves, 2004).  Music’s ability to impact 

and regulate a person’s emotional state is often cited as the main reason 

for listening to music (Sloboda & O'Neill, 2001).  Many even claim that 
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music has a mystical quality of mood enhancement that cannot be 

readily explained through biology and neurochemistry (Khan, 1996) 

Mysticism aside, however, a recent review of cognitive studies on 

the neurochemistry of music demonstrated through a variety of scientific 

studies that music has the ability to catalyze neurochemical changes in 

four domains:  (i) reward, motivation, and pleasure; (ii) stress and 

arousal; (iii) immunity; and (iv) social affiliation (Chanda & Levitin, 

2013).   While a number of the studies reviewed by Chanda and Levitin 

suffer from various limitations, preliminary results “support the claim 

that neurochemical changes mediate the influence of music on health” 

(Chanda & Levitin, 2013).  Music’s ability to affect neurochemistry is 

likely at the core of its propensity to positively affect language 

acquisition. 

A number of the studies reviewed by Chanda and Levitin had 

interesting implications for L2 vocabulary learning.  The first relevant 

studies had to do with music’s ability to reduce stress and modulate 

arousal.  A number of studies demonstrated through measuring salivary 

cortisol levels that music has the ability to relax during stressful tasks 

(KHALFA, BELLA, ROY, PERETZ, & LUPIEN, 2003; Knight & Rickard, 

2001; Nilsson, 2009).  This ability to decrease stress is likely related to 

music’s ability to modulate brainstem-mediated functions such as heart 

rate, pulse, blood pressure, respiration, body temperature, skin 

conductance, and muscle tension (Chapados & Levitin, 2008; Juslin & 

Vastfjall, 2008; Knight & Rickard, 2001).  Since the process of learning a 

foreign language has been shown to cause anxiety, the potential of music 
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to decrease stress neurochemically is unarguably a boon for L2 

vocabulary study. 

In addition to demonstrating neurochemically that music can 

reduce stress and modulate arousal, a number of the studies presented 

in Chanda and Levitin’s review also showed that music can increase a 

sense of social affiliation that can be demonstrated neurochemically.  

Studies have shown that synchronized activities such as singing, 

dancing, and marching can develop feelings of social connection and are 

particularly adept at increasing interpersonal trust and bonding (Huron, 

2001; Levitin, 2008; McNeill, 1997).  Music’s ability to engender this 

sense of camaraderie not only benefits language learners by bridging 

cultural gaps between the native and target culture, but also helps create 

feelings of social affiliation among students in a given language class. 

In addition to enhancing the mood neurochemically, music aids 

learning by activating multiple levels of intellectual processing when 

encountering new lexical material.  Indeed, musical intelligence is listed 

as one of Gardner’s original seven intelligences in his theory of multiple 

intelligences (Gardner, 1985).  Gardner contends that there are several 

different intelligences, or a variety of cognitive abilities, rather than one 

overarching intelligence.  He originally listed them as logical-

mathematical, spatial, linguistic, bodily-kinesthetic, musical, 

interpersonal, and intrapersonal, and suggested that individual learners 

have different strengths in each of these intelligences.  He also proposed 

that a learning activity that activates more of the intelligences is more 

likely to be learned and remembered (Gardner, 1985).  As such, music as 
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a learning activity has the potential to activate not only the musical or 

auditory learning intelligence, but also activates linguistic intelligence 

through language learning, interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligence 

through rapport building and image development in relation to musical 

style and genre identification, and could even activate spatial and bodily-

kinesthetic intelligences when singing and dancing are coupled with 

listening to the music.  While some have argued with Gardner’s theory, it 

is unarguable that language students have different strengths and 

weaknesses in their intellectual abilities, and that music has a unique 

position to activate several of these abilities in concert and thereby 

increasing the likelihood of learning. 

Another relevant theory concerning the use of music for foreign 

language vocabulary acquisition that is related to the theory of multiple 

intelligences is the depth of processing hypothesis.  Craik and Lockhart 

proposed this influential hypothesis in 1972 that suggested that a new 

stimulus to be stored in long-term memory is not contingent only upon 

how long it is held in short-term memory, but rather the depth with 

which it is initially processed (Craik & Lockhart, 1972).  The deeper the 

processes involved in memory encoding, the more likely something is to 

be remembered and retained.  The theory was eventually expanded and 

clarified by the claim that retention is not dependent only on the 

presence of semantic coding (depth of processing), but also how richly it 

is encoded (elaboration of encoding) (Craik & Tulving, 1975).  Naturally, 

this depth of processing hypothesis is particularly cogent for the use of 

music for second language vocabulary acquisition, since musical input 
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carries not only linguistic and semantic content, but also a cultural 

component of performance art and verse that afford musical input more 

elaboration of encoding.  While ultimately the depth of processing 

hypothesis was called into question primarily over a lack of consensus on 

defining “depth,”  Laufer and Hulstijn state:  
 
It is generally agreed that retention of new information depends on 
the amount and the quality of attention that individuals pay to 
various aspects of words.  Rich (qualitative) and numerous 
(quantitative) associations with existing knowledge (e.g., in the 
form of establishing similarities and contrasts between old and 
new information) increase the chances that the new information 
will be retained (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2002). 

Based on the ideas of depth of processing and elaboration, Laufer 

and Hulstijn developed their Involvement Load Hypothesis which 

extended the depth of processing theory to L2 vocabulary learning tasks, 

and attempted to determine the efficacy of a given vocabulary learning 

task based on its involvement load.  The construct of involvement load 

that they proposed consisted of three basic components: need, search, 

and evaluation.  Each of these three basic components could be 

considered absent, moderate, or strong.  The stronger each of the three 

components are in a given task, the higher the involvement load, and 

hypothetically the more effective the task is for vocabulary learning 

(Batia Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001).   

The use of music coupled with form and meaning focused 

vocabulary study activities has the potential for a very high involvement 

load.  For example, need is considered moderate if the need is imposed 

by an external agent, and considered strong if intrinsically motivated.  
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Since music has the potential to resonate with students’ own interests 

and hobbies, it is highly motivational, and inspires an internal desire to 

understand the words necessary to fully comprehend the song.  

Moreover, search can also be strong as students seek out the meaning of 

song lyrics through the use of dictionaries, instructors, native speakers, 

or glosses that teachers can supply to accompany the song lyrics.  Lastly, 

evaluation of new lexical input is considered moderate if the learner is 

required to compare the word to other words and determine if it is 

suitable for the context, and evaluation is considered strong if the task 

requires the students to generate the new word on their own in an 

appropriate context.  The level of evaluation in a vocabulary-through-

music task could easily reach a strong involvement load status if the 

accompanying exercises encourage production.  As the din is activated, 

this evaluation of new vocabulary in an authentic context can even 

continue beyond the task at hand. 

Likely the most potent aspect of music that benefits foreign 

language vocabulary acquisition is its relationship to contemporary 

language and culture.  Recorded music pervades contemporary life from 

background music in stores and restaurants to soundtracks 

accompanying film and television.  This relationship of music to 

contemporary culture provides unparalleled access to authentic language 

and culture that is timely, and is indeed useful to the foreign language 

learner because of the type of language it contains.  Pop music in 

particular can provide students with highly typical language that is 

common during everyday use in the target culture.  In fact, Murphey 
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compiled a mini-corpus of fifty pop songs selected from Music and 

Media’s Hot 100 Chart, and analyzed the content of its spoken or sung 

discourse.  He summarized the analysis of the language as follows: 
 
(a) The words of PSs [pop songs] are short, repetitive, and have a 
low TTR [type-token ratio].  (b) The sentences are short.  (c) Both 
the sentences and the words contain many personal references. (d) 
These personal references have practically no precise referents. (e) 
Gender, time, and place referents are absent or, at most, vague.  (f) 
The rate of speech of PSs is half that of normal speech (Murphey, 
1992). 

Essentially all of these qualities of the language of pop and contemporary 

music bode well for foreign language vocabulary acquisition.  Murphey’s 

first assertion that pop songs have a low TTR points out that the 

language of pop songs has a great deal of repetition, and often 

incorporates the use of common language and high-frequency 

vocabulary.  This use of typical language can be extremely beneficial for 

the foreign language learner.  As pointed out earlier in this chapter, 

acquiring the most frequent few thousand word families can quickly 

increase a learner’s coverage of written and spoken discourse.  

Additionally, the typicality of a target word to be learned can also affect 

the likelihood for its acquisition.  De Groot found that L2 words are 

learned more easily when paired with frequent L1 words, than with 

infrequent L1 words (De Groot, 2006).  This suggests that not only is the 

language of pop songs useful for increasing a learner’s lexical coverage, 

but it is also relatively easy to acquire. 

As the ability to play music is now an intrinsic part of almost every 

smart phone, music’s ease of portability is likely its most beneficial 
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relationship to contemporary culture.  Today’s generation of university 

students is accustomed to the ability to listen to virtually any music they 

want at any available moment.  They can even play music for one 

another over the loudspeaker on their portable devices.  Since this 

pastime is already a significant portion of their daily routine, language 

educators have a unique opportunity to capitalize off of an activity that is 

already something students do for leisure.  By simply introducing 

students to music from the target culture in class, or by directing them 

to music that might correspond better with their own personal tastes, 

teachers can supply students with a vocabulary rehearsal activity that 

requires no additional effort on their part, and fits conveniently into their 

daily habits at home or on the go. 

Portable tablet computers and extremely small and lightweight 

laptops have now added to music’s portability by coupling it with the 

ability to produce imagery.  When music is combined with imagery, it 

creates a boon for L2 vocabulary acquisition.  Medina found in her study 

of forty-eight second language learners that students exposed to new 

vocabulary in music combined with illustrations had more vocabulary 

gains than students without music and illustrations (Medina, 1990).  

Adding rich authentic imagery to music provides an additional layer of 

modality that both anchors and contextualizes the linguistic input.  

Video, the richest form of imagery aside from reality, is often combined in 

many cultures with music in the form of music video.  The next section 

outlines research on the benefits of the use of video for L2 language and 

vocabulary learning. 
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Video and Language Learning 

As technology progresses at an increasingly exponential rate, and open-

source materials on the internet now provide a potentially limitless cache 

of authentic audiovisual content for foreign language instructors, video is 

now virtually uncontested as a language instructor’s most valuable tool 

for teaching language and culture.  By providing a rich context that 

combines the strengths of both the audio and video modalities, video 

comes closer to imitating an immersive environment than any other 

pedagogical device.  Consequently, video is overflowing with 

opportunities for incidental vocabulary acquisition, and is also well 

suited for explicit vocabulary instructional objectives.   

At the core of its proclivity for language pedagogy, research has 

shown that the use of video to teach foreign language and culture can 

have a powerful impact on the motivation and attention of learners in the 

language classroom (Baltova, 1994).  This boost in student involvement 

is likely the result of masking pedagogical tasks in an activity that many 

learners already habitually enjoy in their daily lives in their native 

culture.  Since it is an activity that already constitutes a portion of their 

daily routine, students tend to have positive attitudes towards the 

implementation of video as a pedagogical tool (Bean & Wilson, 1989).  

Moreover, Ellsworth found that the use of video during instruction was 

not only positively received by students, but it also demonstrated a 

propensity to inspire greater confidence in the students to use the target 
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language with reduced anxiety (Ellsworth, 1992). Accordingly, a language 

course that incorporates a significant video component is more likely to 

keep students engaged, and therefore drastically increases its 

marketability and potential enrollment.   

In addition to providing titillating educational materials, video 

unquestionably benefits students by increasing their exposure to native 

speech that is highly contextualized in dynamic culturally authentic 

imagery.  Since cultural authenticity has been at the heart of 

communicative language teaching from its inception (Gilmore, 2007), the 

use of authentic video is particularly well suited to teaching for 

communicative proficiency due to its ability to expose the learner to 

authentic sounds and images from the target culture. 

Even when a language course is taught by a native speaker of the 

target language, exposing students to a variety of native speech outside 

of its native culture can be one of the most difficult tasks any foreign 

language instructor must overcome.  While audio recordings can help 

students in gaining experience listening to native speech, they lack the 

visual cultural context such as facial expressions, gestures, personal 

appearance, and surroundings that make video such a culturally 

authentic immersive experience (Baltova, 1994; Sueyoshi & Hardison, 

2005; von Raffler-Engel, 1980).  Von Raffler-Engel said “eliminating the 

visual modality creates an unnatural condition which strains the 

auditory receptors to capacity” (von Raffler-Engel, 1980).  Video, 

however, affords students the opportunity to hear a variety of native 

speakers simultaneously, while also internalizing the facial expressions 
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and gestures commonly used among the target culture.  Kinesics, 

proxemics, and the study of other nonverbal and meta-communication 

have demonstrated that properly processing this visual data can supply 

a torrent of information.  Sueyoshi and Hardison found that having 

visual access to gestures and facial expressions significantly increased 

listening comprehension in their study of forty-two intermediate and 

advanced EFL students (Sueyoshi & Hardison, 2005).  Since increased 

listening comprehension invariably leads to increased comprehensible 

input, it stands to reason that access to these visual cues also positively 

affects vocabulary acquisition. 

Interestingly, this video imagery may also initiate a din similar to 

the aforementioned din accompanying the language acquisition device 

and the Song Stuck in My Head Phenomenon (S. Krashen, 1983; 

Murphey, 1990).  According to Murphey, not only sounds are capable of 

catalyzing a din, but also images.  He uses the example of watching a 

horror film and being unable to sleep afterwards because the imagery 

keeps repeating in the mind, or an artist who works on a painting all day 

and then is unable to get the image out of his head once he stops 

(Murphey, 1990).  This imagery playing over in the mind can also be 

beneficial to language learning by allowing students to evaluate the 

authentic cultural elements of a video even when they are no longer 

watching it. 

 Authentic sounds and imagery are not the sole conveyors of 

authenticity that video has to offer, however.  Video as a pedagogical 

means for second language vocabulary instruction is perhaps most 
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strengthened by its close relationship with authentic text in the form of 

captions and subtitles.  As mentioned earlier in this chapter, vocabulary 

acquisition occurs most frequently incidentally during extensive reading 

(at least, for advanced learners), and can be enhanced with explicit focus 

drawn to form and meaning.  Video has an unparalleled capacity to 

provide opportunities for incidental vocabulary acquisition through 

reading in a context that is extremely apropos for pedagogically drawing 

learners’ attention to form and meaning with the help of captions.  

Moreover, if a visual din is set-off by a video, it also has the potential to 

repeat visually the orthographic representation of a word viewed in the 

captions. 

The study of the use of captioned and subtitled video in foreign 

language learning has been ongoing for quite some time.  While both 

target language (L2) captions and native language (L1) subtitles have a 

promising potential for language and vocabulary acquisition, the 

following review of research will focus on L2 captions as they seem most 

appropriate for vocabulary acquisition by supplying more opportunities 

for extensive target language reading.  The foundation of much of the 

research on captions is Paivio’s dual coding theory that originated in the 

1970s, which basically states, 
  

The most general assumption in dual coding theory is that there 
are two classes of phenomena handled cognitively by separate 
subsystems, one specialized for the representation and processing 
of information concerning nonverbal objects and events, the other 
specialized for dealing with language.  In keeping with my earlier 
usage, I will often refer to the nonverbal (symbolic) subsystem as 
the imagery system because its critical functions include the 
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analysis of scenes and the generation of mental images (both 
functions encompassing other sensory modalities in addition to 
visual) language-specialized system will be referred to as the verbal 
system (Paivio, 1990). 

Paivio goes on to say that these two systems can act independently, but 

they can also act in unison, and that learning happens more readily and 

fully when both systems are activated.  Essentially, if a stimulus can be 

coded in both the visual (nonverbal) and language (verbal) systems, then 

it is much more likely to be retained.  Naturally captioned video has an 

incomparable potential to activate both systems in harmony through 

imagery (nonverbal system) and audio and text (verbal system). 

 Early on in the study of the use of captioned video for foreign 

language learning there was some concern that captions could be 

distracting and unnecessary.  This viewpoint was based on the 

redundancy principle of cognitive load theory, which states that 

redundant information is superfluous and therefore is detrimental for 

language acquisition because it overloads the learner’s capacity for 

language processing (R. Mayer, 2005).  Since captions only repeat 

information that is already presented in the video through audio, their 

effectiveness was drawn into question.  However, a great deal of research 

seems to demonstrate that this principle does not apply in the context of 

captioned audiovisual and multimedia materials for educational 

purposes (R. E. Mayer & Johnson, 2008).  Mayer conducted a study that 

presented material in Powerpoint presentations to two groups of 

students.  In both groups the material shown in the slides was narrated 

by a female voice over audio.  One group also had the text of the 
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narration printed on the slides (similar to captioning), while the other 

group did not.  The group with printed text (the redundant group) 

significantly outperformed the nonredundant group (R. E. Mayer & 

Johnson, 2008).  Mayer explains this finding with his cognitive theory of 

multimedia learning, which states that redundant text can act as a guide 

for learners’ attention without priming extraneous processing (R. E. 

Mayer & Johnson, 2008). 

 Neuman and Koskinen found that captions could seriously benefit 

both word recognition and vocabulary acquisition in their study of 129 

seventh and eighth grade ESL students.  The study had the students 

watch short videos of an American science television program, and found 

that the group of students watching the program with captions had more 

gains in vocabulary recognition and acquisition than their control groups 

who watched the program without captions or simply listened to the 

program’s audio while reading a text of its narration (Neuman & 

Koskinen, 1992). 

 Similarly Garza found in his study of more than a hundred 

university Russian and ESL students that captioning positively benefited 

comprehension.  The study had the students watch brief two to four 

minute videos with and without captions.  Ultimately the subjects were 

assessed with content-based questionnaires that required the 

participants to identify elements of the target language that had been 

made visually explicit in the videos.  He concluded, 
 
Captions may enhance the learning of a foreign language by: 1) 
allowing the student to employ his/her already-developed skills in 
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reading comprehension to help strengthen and develop aural 
comprehension in order to cope with authentic video materials; 2) 
increasing the accessibility of the salient language of authentic 
video materials, giving students the opportunity to understand and 
enjoy the same types of linguistic input understood by a native 
speaker of the language; 3) allowing the student to use multiple 
language processing strategies to accommodate the multiple 
modalities of input when captions are used; 4)increasing the 
memorability of the essential language and thus, 5) promoting the 
use of new lexicon and phrases in an appropriate context (Garza, 
1991). 

Perhaps most salient is his assertion that captioned video as a bimodal 

activity has the propensity to help “bridge the gap” between reading 

comprehension and listening comprehension, a language teaching 

enterprise that has been hitherto prohibitive for educators. 

 Sydorenko also demonstrated in her study on modality of input 

and vocabulary acquisition that captions were beneficial to the 

acquisition of word form.  The participants of her study were twenty-six 

Russian students at a large Midwestern university.  They were divided 

into three groups. One group viewed video with audio and captions 

(VAC), another group had video and audio only (VA), and the third group 

had video and captions only (VC).  She found that the groups with 

captions (VAC and VC) had significantly higher aural word recognition 

(form) and written translation (meaning) than the group without captions 

(Sydorenko, 2010) 

 

Summary 

 The following study attempts to combine and apply the results of 

the research presented here. The vocabulary acquisition research 
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discussed earlier in this chapter demonstrated that not only is 

vocabulary knowledge a crucial hurdle to overcome to achieve 

communicative proficiency, but also that explicit vocabulary instruction 

can be a beneficial supplement to incidental vocabulary acquisition 

through extensive reading.  Since lyrical songs are a convenient amalgam 

of authentic linguistic and cultural content, and since the research on 

music and learning clearly reveals that music can benefit the educational 

process through its mood and memory enhancing faculties, the following 

study evaluates the use of music and music video input for the 

acquisition of L2 lexical knowledge. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

 

 The previous chapter provided a discourse review of the current 

relevant research that provides the background and theoretical 

framework for the current study.  This chapter outlines the details of the 

study first by proposing the research questions that the study endeavors 

to answer.  It then describes the participants of the study, the control 

and treatment groups, the procedure, and finally the measurement tools 

used for data collection.   

 

Research Questions 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, this study attempts to ascertain the 

influence of multiple modes of input on second language vocabulary 

acquisition.  In particular, the study evaluates the effect of augmenting 

linguistic input in the form of written text with the auditory modality in 

the form of music, and additionally evaluates the combined effect of 

input that encompasses both auditory and visual modalities in the form 

of music videos.  As described in Chapter 2, the majority of L2 

vocabulary acquisition occurs incidentally during extensive reading, but 

it can be strengthened with explicit instruction designed to enhance the 

association of form and meaning.  This study tests whether the combined 

effects of incidental and explicit vocabulary learning can be improved 
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when the lexical input is encountered in a context with multiple layers of 

input modality (text, music, and captioned music video).  The study uses 

a mixed method of both qualitative and quantitative analysis of data to 

answer the following research questions: 

1.  Does the active acquisition of lexical knowledge increase when 

unfamiliar words are encountered in a text that is contextualized 

by input from the aural modality in the form of music as compared 

with written textual input alone? 

2.  Does the active acquisition of lexical knowledge increase when 

unfamiliar words are encountered in a text that is contextualized 

in input from both the aural modality in the form of music and the 

visual modality in the form of video as compared with written 

textual input alone or with textual input combined with aural 

input in the form of music? 

3.  What are American university students’ attitudes and beliefs 

about the use of music and music video for the study of a foreign 

language both inside and outside of the classroom? 

4.  Will language students incorporate target language and culture 

music and music videos provided by language instructors into 

their pre-existing music listening and video watching habits? 

 

Participants 

The students who participated in this study consisted of eighteen 

students of Russian language at the University of Texas at Austin.  Of 
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the eighteen students, nine were male and nine were female.  All of the 

students were native speakers of English, who were enrolled at the 

University of Texas at Austin during the Fall 2012 semester.  The 

university is the public flagship university of the state of Texas, and is 

ranked as a research university of very high research activity (RU/VH, 

formerly known as a Research I University) by the Carnegie Classification 

of Institutions of Higher Learning.  The university is one of the largest in 

the United States with a student body of 50,955 in 2012.  All of the 

students involved in the study had completed the equivalent of one or 

two years of university-level Russian language study (thirteen with the 

equivalent of one year of study, five with the equivalent of two years of 

study).  Some of the five students with two years of study had studied 

Russian in an intensive course, and thus had completed the equivalent 

of two years of study in only one year.  As such, all of the participants of 

the study were estimated to be at the Intermediate level of Russian 

language study as per the ACTFL Guidelines.  Four of the participants 

had studied Russian outside of a university setting (Rosetta Stone, 

private tutor on line, in-depth self-directed study, and an after school 

Russian club in high school).  Only two of the participants had visited a 

country where Russian is a widely spoken language (Russia and 

Ukraine).  All but one of the participants of the study had studied 

another language prior to studying Russian (Spanish, French, Italian, 

Swedish, Danish, Hebrew, Polish, Latin, and Mandarin).  Fifteen of the 

eighteen participants had studied music in some form (an instrument or 

voice).  The age range of the students was from nineteen to forty-six with 
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a mean age of twenty.  Most of the students were in the nineteen to 

twenty-two age range (with one outlier at forty-six).  Additionally, the 

participants of the study all volunteered for the study and received no 

compensation.  Of the twenty-two students who began the study, only 

eighteen completed all four sessions of vocabulary exposure, the pre- and 

post-test word translation survey, and the pre- and post-test 

questionnaire. 

 

Overview of Control and Treatment Groups 

 The eighteen participants of the present study were randomly 

divided into three groups, a comparison group, and two treatment 

groups.  The comparison group, Group T (Text), consisted of six 

students, three male and three female.  The comparison group was 

established based on the research discussed in Chapter 2 that suggests 

that the majority of low-frequency vocabulary acquisition happens during 

extensive reading, but that it can be enhanced and improved with explicit 

vocabulary instruction.  As such, during each of the four weekly sessions 

of exposure to target vocabulary, the comparison group encountered 

unfamiliar lexical items in the form of text by reading the lyrics to a 

Russian pop song in a silent room (no additional input from the auditory 

or visual modalities).  Following each weekly session, the participants 

completed form and meaning focused target vocabulary rehearsal 

activities in the form of cloze exercises to mimic the explicit focus on 

vocabulary for instructional purposes that might occur as part of a 
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language class (See Appendix B).  The two treatment groups Group TM 

(Text and Music) and Group TMV (captioned Music video) followed an 

identical procedure to the control group (reading the text of a Russian 

pop song followed by vocabulary rehearsal activities in the form of cloze 

exercises).  However, Group TM had an additional variable of input from 

the auditory modality in the form of music, and Group TMV had the 

addition of input from both the auditory and visual modalities in the 

form of a captioned music video.  Group TM, the first treatment group, 

consisted of six participants, three male and three female.  During each 

of the four weekly sessions of exposure to target vocabulary, Group TM 

encountered unfamiliar lexical items by reading the text of a Russian pop 

song, while simultaneously listening to the song over headphones or 

speakers.  Group TMV, the second treatment group, consisted of six 

participants, three male and three female.  During each of the four 

weekly sessions of exposure to target vocabulary, Group TMV 

encountered unfamiliar lexical items by reading the text of a Russian pop 

song, while simultaneously listening to the song over headphones or 

speakers and watching the song’s music video with Russian captions on 

a computer screen. 

 

Procedure 

For five weeks during the Fall semester 2012, each of the eighteen 

participants individually met with the investigator weekly for about thirty 

minutes.  During the first four weeks, the students were exposed to 
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authentic Russian language in the context of pop song lyrics (Group T in 

text form, Group TM in music and text, and Group TMV in music, video, 

and text).  The fifth and final week was reserved for taking the final word 

translation survey and the final questionnaire (discussed in this chapter 

under the heading Measurement Tools).  Each week of the study, the 

participants would arrive at the testing site and would be provided with a 

quiet place to work (an empty classroom, faculty office, or designated 

study area).  Group TM and Group TMV were also provided with a 

departmental laptop computer and headphones.  The computer was 

loaded with the song for the week in mp3 format for Group TM, and 

Group TMV had the week’s captioned pop music video loaded from the 

University of Texas’ Rockin’ Russian web site.  The participant would 

then be provided with a packet of materials for that week on paper (See 

Appendix B).   

On the first page of each packet the lyrics to that week’s Russian 

pop song were printed in Russian (see below for a detailed discussion of 

the songs).  For Group T, the directions on the first page instructed the 

participant to read the lyrics and underline any words that they did not 

understand.  For Group TM, the directions on the first page instructed 

the participant to listen to the song while following along in the text, and 

to underline any words that they did not understand.  For Group TMV, 

the directions on the first page instructed the participant to listen to and 

watch the captioned music video while following along in the hard-copy 

text and underlining any words that they did not understand.  Following 
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this initial exposure to the song of the week, the participants were 

instructed to continue to page two of the packet.   

On the second page, the exact same lyrics from the Russian pop 

song on page one were reprinted in Russian on the left, but this time an 

English translation from the Rockin’ Russian web-site was also provided 

on the right side of the page.  The participants of all three test groups 

were then instructed to reread the Russian lyrics (and to listen again and 

watch again for groups TM and TMV).  On this second pass, they were 

again told to underline the Russian words that they did not understand, 

but this time they were instructed first to underline a Russian word, and 

then to underline its English translation on the right.  After completing 

the second exposure, they were then instructed to continue to page three 

of the packet.  The remaining pages of the packet were dedicated to 

target vocabulary rehearsal in the form of cloze exercises, discussed in 

more detail in this chapter under the heading Measurement Tools  (See 

also Appendix B).  After completing the exercises, all three groups were 

instructed to reread, relisten, or rewatch the song a third and final time. 

Following each weekly session, the participants were provided with 

a take home copy of the song material they had encountered.  Group T 

was provided with a copy of the text of the song lyrics, and was told they 

could revisit or study the lyrics as little or as often as they like.  Group 

TM was emailed an mp3-format audio version of the song, and was 

instructed that they could listen or study the song as little or as often as 

they would like.  Group TMV was emailed a link to the music video on 
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line, and was instructed that they could watch or study the music video 

as little or as often as they would like. 

 

The Four Songs 

The four songs used in the study were “!"#$%&%"'#” by (%)*#"+, 

“,-% ./-0 &/1234+” by 5/"/& 312, “5/"/&” by 6+-70 )#-31, and “8/$0% 9:&#” 

by ;49#-.  As mentioned in Chapter 1, all of the songs were taken from 

the web-based Russian language through music video program Rockin' 

Russian from the Center for Open Education Resources and Language 

Learning at the University of Texas at Austin.  As such, the videos had 

been prescreened for language pedagogy purposes, and thus contained 

relevant authentic language and culture content. To ensure a variety of 

vocal types, the study used two songs with female lead vocalists and two 

songs with male lead vocalists.   

The song from the first week of vocabulary exposure was 

“!"#$%&%"'# / Arrivederci” by (%)*#"a / Zemfira (See Appendix A).  

Zemfira, born Zemfira Talgatovna Ramazanova, is an extremely popular 

Russian rock music artist of Bashkir descent.  She started her music 

career in 1998, and since then has become one of the most well known 

names in Russian pop music.  To date she has released nine full-length 

studio albums, several singles, and has had numerous appearances in 

television and film.  Her song, “!"#$%&%"'# / Arrivederci,” first appeared 

on her debut album !"#$%&a / Zemfira (1998), but continues to be played 
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on radio and television to this day, and has been one of her most 

successful compositions.  

The song presented to the participants in the second week of the 

study was “,-% ./-0 &/1234+ / Out of Range” by 5/"/& 312 / Gorod 312 

(See Appendix A).  5/"/& 312 / Gorod 312 is a Russian-language band 

that originated in Kyrgystan.  Also lead by a female vocalist, Svetlana 

Nazarenko, 5/"/& 312 / Gorod 312 released its first album in 2001, but 

did not achieve widespread popularity until one of its songs was part of 

the soundtrack to the popular Russian film '(")(*+ ,*-*& / Day Watch 

(2006).  The song used for this study, “,-% ./-0 &/1234+,” first appeared 

on their second album by the same name in 2006, and was also featured 

in cinemas in the hit romantic comedy .%/"& 01 / Peter FM.  

The song for the third week of the study was entitled “5/"/& / City”  

by 6+-70 )#-31 / Tantsy Minus (See Appendix A). 6+-70 )#-31 / Tantsy 

Minus is a Russian pop rock group lead by male vocalist Vyacheslav 

Petkun.  The group has been active in the music and video industries 

since 1995, and continues to perform and record to this day.  The song 

“5/"/& / City”  first appeared on their 2000 album entitled 02*&3/$34(3 / 

Flora/Fauna, and has been their biggest hit winning several awards. 

 The fourth and final song presented in the study was “8/$0% 9:&# 

/ New People” by ;49#- / Splean.  Splean is an extremely famous 

Russian rock group lead by Alexander Vasilyev that has been actively 

producing albums since 1994.  They had their first big success with the 

song “<3&= )/%> 2%-=: / Be My Shadow” that appeared in the cult film 

5*6(*+ ,*-*& / Night Watch based on the novel by Sergei Lukyanenko.  To 
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date they have released a total of fourteen albums.  The song used in the 

study “8/$0% 9:&# / New People” is from their 2003 release on an album 

of the same name.  

 

Measurement Tools 

 All of the participants in the study completed a pre- and posttest 

word translation survey (See Appendix C).  Fifty-six target vocabulary 

words to monitor during the study were selected from the aforementioned 

four songs.  All fifty-six words were low-frequency Russian words that 

had not appeared in the first and second year Russian textbooks used in 

the Department of Slavic and Eurasian studies at the University of Texas 

at Austin (ACTR’s Russian Stage One:  Live From Russia! second edition 

for first-year students and ACTR’s Russian Stage Two:  Welcome Back! 

second edition for second-year students).  By using low frequency words 

that were not attested in the participants’ textbooks, it was ensured that 

the students had likely had very little or no previous experience with the 

target words to be monitored in the study, and certainly determined that 

the target words had not received explicit instruction in the participants’ 

Russian classes at the University of Texas.   

As can be seen from the example in the Appendix C, the word 

translation survey simply provided students with a list of fifty-six target 

Russian words from the song lyrics in their dictionary form, and asked 

the participant to provide an English translation.  The students were told 

this would test prior knowledge of low frequency or advanced vocabulary 
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words to be monitored during the study, and not to feel bad if they did 

not know them yet.  The participants were encouraged to list several 

translations if they knew several English meaning senses associated with 

the Russian word.  However, as predicted by targeting only words that 

were not attested in the students’ textbooks, most of the students 

indicated little to no prior knowledge of the target words in the study.   

The word translation survey was designed to evaluate pretest and 

posttest ability to both recognize the orthography of a target Russian 

word form as well as to associate that form with an appropriate meaning 

sense in the L1.  The word translation survey was not in any way an 

assessment of depth of vocabulary knowledge, nor was it designed to test 

whether the full sense of a word had been acquired.  It simply measured 

whether students had already ascribed L1 meaning to a target L2 word 

form, and measured whether or not this process would be facilitated by 

the independent variables of the treatment groups.    This evaluation of 

paired associate learning as an indicator for the acquisition of lexical 

knowledge was replicated from prior studies (De Groot, 2006).  The pre- 

and posttest word translation survey used in this study were identical 

aside from presenting the words in a different order. 

 

The Pre-test Questionnaire 

In addition to the word translation survey, all of the participants in 

the study filled out a pre- and posttest questionnaire.  The pretest 

questionnaire (See Appendix D) was primarily concerned with 
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biographical data.  It solicited information about age, sex, native 

language, language study history, music study history, and favorite 

genres of music.  The data gained from this initial questionnaire is 

presented in Chapter 4 Data Analysis.   

 

The Post-test Questionnaire 

The post-test questionnaire was completed by all of the 

participants in the study.  On the final day of the study, each participant 

received a condition specific post-test questionnaire to complete on 

paper.  While most of the questions on the questionnaire were the same 

across all three conditions (Text, Music, and Music Video), some 

additional questions were added to the questionnaires of the treatment 

groups about the overall experience with the condition (Music or Music 

Video).  For ease of accessibility, the items on the questionnaire were 

compiled into one version for presentation in this dissertation.  In the 

dissertation version, the condition specific questions for the treatment 

groups are marked as such (See Appendix E). 

The post-test questionnaire was the primary source of data for 

qualitative analysis in the study.  On the post-test questionnaire, all of 

the questions were presented as Likert-type survey items.  A traditional 

Likert scale is a means of psychometric analysis that assesses 

respondents’ attitudes by having them select appropriate responses to 

questions on a five point (or more) scale such as strongly approve, 

approve, undecided, disapprove, strongly disapprove.  A Likert scale asks 
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multiple such questions around a central theme, and then combines 

scores from the responses to derive the Likert scale (Likert, 1932).  The 

post-test questionnaire for this dissertation used Likert-type items.  

Likert-type items similarly elicit responses on a five point scale, but differ 

from the traditional Likert scale approach in that they are designed to be 

analyzed individually rather than combined to arrive at a summated 

scale (Clason & Dormody, 1994).  The Likert-type items employed in this 

study’s post-test questionnaire were on a five point scale of never, rarely, 

sometimes, often, and all the time.   

The first set of questions under the heading General/habitual 

asked the students about their general reading, video viewing, and music 

watching habits.  Specifically it asked them how often they read, listen to 

music for pleasure, watch videos on the internet, and watch music videos 

in particular.  In addition, they also answered Likert-type items about 

how they attended to the vocabulary from the study both during the 

experiment and at home.  Finally, all of the participants concluded the 

exit questionnaire by answering Likert-type items about their attitude 

toward the use of music and music videos for language learning.  The 

details of the questionnaire data are discussed in more depth in Chapter 

4: Data Analysis. 

 

Incremental Target Vocabulary Rehearsal 

 Each week after their second exposure to the song for that session, 

all of the participants in the study completed incremental target 
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vocabulary rehearsal cloze exercises.  In this vocabulary rehearsal 

section of their weekly packet of study materials, each target word from 

the song to be monitored in the study was presented in dictionary form 

with an English translation (nominative singular and plural forms for 

nouns, aspectual pair infinitives for verbs, nominative masculine 

singular form for adjectives, and words that appeared in the song as 

adverbs were presented in both adverbial and nominative masculine 

singular adjectival form where possible).  The students were then 

instructed to fill the word in question into a cloze exercise sentence.  The 

cloze exercise sentences were taken from the Russian National Corpus to 

ensure authenticity of the context of the exercise.  The purpose of this 

weekly incremental vocabulary exercise was two-fold.  First, it provided 

explicit focus on the target words to be monitored during the study.  This 

approach attempted to mimic the paired associate style vocabulary 

learning that might occur in a language classroom during a pedagogical 

activity with a glossed text or vocabulary drill exercise.  While this style 

of cloze exercise rehearsal did not require the student to generate the 

meaning of the word (as the meaning was provided in English), it did 

require the students to undergo a more in-depth process of evaluation 

with the word and its grammatical use, and thus increased the 

involvement load of the rehearsal activity (Batia Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001).  

Additionally, the structural analysis required to fill the word in the blank 

with grammatical accuracy provided the study with an additional 

measurement tool.  Each weekly set of cloze exercises was scored with a 

percent correct score.  These incremental vocabulary rehearsal scores 
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supplied the study with a means of determining the students’ general 

structural competency. 
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis 

 

The following chapter is dedicated to presenting and analyzing the 

data gained from the study outlined in Chapter 3 Methodology.  First, 

this chapter will present the biographical and background data acquired 

from the initial pre-test questionnaire.  Next, it will address the 

quantitative analysis of gains demonstrated by the pre- and post-test 

word translation surveys, and will investigate whether there is a 

relationship between these gains and the percent correct scores on the 

incremental vocabulary rehearsal.  The chapter will conclude with a 

presentation and qualitative analysis of the Likert-type data collected 

from the post-test questionnaire. 

 

Pre-test Questionnaire Data 

 The pre-test questionnaire was primarily concerned with 

biographical data, and elicited responses about previous language and 

music study, in-country experience, and musical genre preferences (See 

Appendix D).  As outlined in the Chapter 3 description of participants 

and presented in the table below, the pre-test questionnaire determined 

that of the eighteen participants, nine were male and nine were female.  

The participants’ age ranged from nineteen to forty-six, with seventeen of 

the eighteen students falling in the nineteen to twenty-two age range, 

and one outlier at age forty-six.  Thirteen of the participants had 

completed one year of university Russian language study, and five 
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participants had completed the equivalent of two years of university 

Russian language study.  Fourteen of the participants had not studied 

Russian outside of the university setting, whereas four of the 

participants had been involved in some sort of study outside of academia 

(Rosetta Stone, private tutor on line, in-depth self-directed study, and an 

after school Russian club in high school).   Only two of the participants 

had visited a country where Russian is a widely spoken language (Russia 

and Ukraine).  All but one of the participants of the study had studied 

another language prior to studying Russian (Spanish, French, Italian, 

Swedish, Danish, Hebrew, Polish, Latin, and Mandarin).  Fifteen of the 

eighteen participants had studied music in some form (an instrument or 

voice).  The biographical data obtained from the pre-test questionnaire is 

summarized in Table 1. 

 

Participant 

# 

Age Sex Yrs of 

university 

Russian 

Non-

academic  

study 

In-country 

experience 

Other 

language 

study 

Music 

study 

1 22 M 1 No No Yes Yes 

2 20 F 2 No No Yes Yes 

3 20 F 2 No No Yes Yes 

4 20 M 1 Yes No Yes No 

5 19 F 1 No No Yes Yes 

6 46 M 2 Yes Yes No Yes 

7 22 M 1 No No Yes Yes 
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Participant 

# 

Age Sex Yrs of 

university 

Russian 

Non-

academic  

study 

In-country 

experience 

Other 

language 

study 

Music 

study 

8 19 F 1 No No Yes Yes 

9 19 F 1 No No Yes Yes 

10 21 M 1 No Yes Yes No 

11 21 F 2 No No Yes Yes 

12 21 F 1 Yes No Yes Yes 

13 21 M 1 Yes No Yes No 

14 20 M 1 No No Yes Yes 

15 19 F 1 No No Yes Yes 

16 21 M 2 No No Yes Yes 

17 19 M 1 No No Yes Yes 

18 19 F 1 No No Yes Yes 

Table 1:  Summary of Pre-test Questionnaire Data 

 

Pre-test and Post-test Word Translation Survey 

 As described in Chapter 3, the Pre-test and Post-test Word 

Translation Survey tested whether students could identify L1 (English) 

meaning for the 56 target low-frequency vocabulary words selected from 

the study’s song lyrics.  Table 2 presents the results of the pre-test and 

post-test Word Translation Surveys by participant number.  The score 

demonstrates the number of correct responses on the Word Translation 
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Surveys.  The mean pre-test score for all participants was 1.78.  The 

mean post-test score for all participants was 9.72.  The mean gain 

between the pre- and post-test Word Translation Surveys for all 

participants was 7.94.   

Table 3 shows the pre-test and post-test scores and the gain that 

occurred between them by condition.  The mean pre-test score for the 

text group (T) was 0, for the music group (TM) 2.16, and for the music 

video (TMV) group 3.  The mean post-test score for the text (T) group was 

8.67, for the music group (TM) 14.17, and for the music video (TMV) 

group 6.33.  As such, the mean gain between the pre- and post-test word 

translation surveys for the text group (T) was 8.67, for the music group 

(TM) 12.17, and for the music video group (TMV) 3.33.   

Participant # Pretest Posttest Gain 

1 0 0 0 

2 2 11 9 

3 0 4 4 

4 0 9 9 

5 0 46 46 

6 9 15 6 

7 0 1 1 

8 0 30 30 

9 3 6 3 

10 1 1 1 

11 1 4 3 
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Participant # Pretest Posttest Gain 

12 14 17 3 

13 0 2 2 

14 1 3 2 

15 0 6 6 

16 1 1 1 

17 0 2 2 

18 0 17 17 

Mean 1.78 9.72 7.94 

Table 2:  Summary of Number Correct on Pre- and Post-test Word 
Translation Survey 

Participant # Pretest Posttest Gain 

Text Group (T) 

3 0 4 4 

4 0 9 9 

7 0 1 1 

8 0 30 30 

15 0 6 6 

17 0 2 2 

Mean 0 8.67 8.67 

Music Group (TM) 

1 0 0 0 

5 0 46 46 

6 9 15 6 
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Participant # Pretest Posttest Gain 

9 3 6 3 

10 1 1 1 

18 0 17 17 

Mean 2.16 14.17 12.17 

Music Video Group (TMV) 

2 2 11 9 

11 1 4 3 

12 14 17 3 

13 0 2 2 

14 1 3 2 

16 0 1 1 

Mean 3 6.33 3.33 

Table 3:  Summary of Number Correct on Pre- and Post-test Word 
Translation Survey by condition 

To determine if there was a statistically reliable difference between 

the average vocabulary gains in each condition, the gains for each pair of 

conditions were compared using a Welch two-sample t-test.  None of 

these tests yielded a significant result (P > .05).  This lack of significance 

could be attributed to any of several factors.  First, the small sample size 

with only six students per condition made it difficult to make conclusive 

comparisons.  The study was initially designed to accommodate at least 

thirty participants with ten students per condition.  However, a number 

of unforeseen circumstances during the semester in which the study was 
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conducted significantly diminished the pool of potential participants 

(discussed further in Chapter 5 Conclusion under the heading 

Limitations).  After the, albeit reasonable, rate of attrition from twenty-

two initial participants to eighteen, the total number of students in each 

condition group (six) was not conducive to this type of statistical 

analysis. Second, the t-test relies on the assumption that the samples 

being compared are normally distributed, which is not the case of any of 

the gains by condition in this study.  This was confirmed by applying a 

Shapiro-wilk test. 

In addition to the small sample size and distribution, the 

qualitative post-test questionnaire data (presented and analyzed below) 

supplied informative observations that further elucidate a number of 

factors that appear to have contributed to the lack of statistical 

significance in the quantitative data of vocabulary gains.  As is often the 

case with language education research, the effect of individual learner 

differences played an important role.  With this study in particular, the 

random placement of participants into the control and treatment groups 

seems to have created groups with unbalanced learner styles and media 

preferences (See post-test questionnaire analysis below). 

 

Incremental Vocabulary Rehearsal Scores 

 As outlined in Chapter 3 Methodology, the participants completed 

incremental vocabulary rehearsal in the form of cloze exercises following 

each weekly exposure to lexical material.  The participants’ performance 
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on the incremental vocabulary rehearsal exercises was then scored with 

a percent correct score.  This score was used as a marker to determine 

the participants’ general grammatical competency in Russian.  While 

only a rudimentary assessment tool, it provided the study with a 

valuable source of data from which to make a comparison.  In addition to 

attempting a quantitative analysis of the vocabulary gains by condition, a 

statistical analysis of the relationship between the average scores on the 

incremental vocabulary rehearsal and the post-test vocabulary gains was 

also conducted.  This analysis was performed to determine whether the 

participants’ grammatical competency in Russian as demonstrated on 

the incremental vocabulary rehearsals had an effect on the acquisition of 

lexical knowledge.  The percent correct scores on the incremental 

vocabulary rehearsals are summarized in Table 4. 
 
Participant Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 M 

1 43 50 71 67 57.75 
2 100 100 100 83 95.75 
3 64 50 76 58 62 
4 93 71 82 100 86.5 
5 71 79 65 75 72.5 
6 71 71 82 75 74.75 
7 71 93 94 92 87.5 
8 64 93 100 100 89.25 
9 79 79 88 92 84.5 
10 57 71 59 42 57.25 
11 79 93 76 75 80.75 
12 71 93 94 100 89.5 
13 57 71 53 75 64 
14 93 86 88 92 89.75 
15 93 93 82 58 81.5 
16 50 29 47 42 42 
17 71 93 53 83 75 
18 57 71 76 83 71.75 
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Table 4:  Summary of Percent Correct Scores on the Incremental 
Vocabulary Rehearsal 

 
 To compare the mean incremental vocabulary rehearsal scores and 

the gains between the pre- and post-test Word Translation Survey, a 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used.  A Spearman’s rho is a 

non-parametric measure of statistical significance between two variables.  

This test was used because it does not make assumptions about data 

being normally distributed.  The result of the test narrowly misses the 

threshold for statistical significance with a p-value of .053 (p = .053).  

This marginal statistical significance likely demonstrates that the 

participants’ grammatical competency as performed on the incremental 

vocabulary rehearsals indeed had an effect on vocabulary gains between 

the pre- and post-test Word Translation Survey, but that grammatical 

competency was not the only contributing factor.  As such, the test 

revealed that vocabulary gains in the study were not simply a result of 

proficiency level, but were likely influenced by a number of factors such 

as condition, study habits, or media preferences.  As a participant’s 

overall structural knowledge of Russian would invariably play at least a 

minimal role in the acquisition of lexical knowledge, the results of this 

test were unsurprising. 
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Presentation and Analysis of the Post-test Questionnaire 

The following section presents and analyzes response data from 

the post-test questionnaire.  The questionnaire items were subdivided 

into four categories: General/habitual, attitudinal, vocabulary-related, 

materials-related, and condition-related.  All but two of the questions on 

the post-test questionnaire elicit responses with Likert-type items on a 

scale of Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, and All the time.   Much of the 

corresponding Likert-type data provided informative qualitative 

observations that may contribute to a better understanding of the 

aforementioned lack of statistical significance in the quantitative data of 

vocabulary gains.  As mentioned in Chapter 3 Methodology, the Likert-

type questionnaire items will be analyzed individually.  While 

comparisons will be made between these individual analyses, no 

summated score will be tallied among multiple Likert-type items.  Table 5 

summarizes the complete post-test questionnaire data.  Aside from 

questionnaire item V2, all of the post-test questionnaire items elicited 

responses on a five point Likert-type scale.    
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Note: 
1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 = All the time 

Table 5:  Summary of Post-test Questionnaire Data 
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Note: T = Text Group Participant, TM = Music Group Participant, TMV = Music Video Participant 
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Table 6: Summary of Post-test Questionnaire Data by Condition
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Presentation of General/Habitual Questionnaire Items 

The first four questions on the Post-test Questionnaire (See 

Appendix E) solicited responses about the participants’ general habits of 

reading, listening to music, and watching videos.   These questions were 

asked of all the participants in the study to gain an understanding of the 

students’ individual inclinations towards these activities, and to measure 

their self-reported comfort level with the media.  The totals are presented 

with the percentage of participants who selected each response on the 

Likert-type item.  Table 7 summarizes the data for the questions in the 

General/habitual section of the questionnaire. 

 

a1 2 3 4 5 ITEM  

N R S O A 

M SD 

 

G1.  How often do you watch videos online (in any language)? (youtube, news, etc.) 
 Total b0 11.1 27.8 22.2 38.9 3.9 1.1 
G2.  How often do you watch music videos specifically? (in general, in your own or any 
other language) 
 Total 5.6 33.3 16.7 27.8 16.7 3.2 1.2 
G3.  How often do you listen to music (in general, in your own or any other language)? 
 Total 0 0 0 44.4 55.5 4.6 .05 
G4.  How often do you read for pleasure (in general, in your own or any other 
language)? 
 Total 11.1 0 27.8 44.4 16.7 3.6 1.1 

Note: 
a1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 = All the time 
bPercentages have been rounded off to the nearest hundredth 

Table 7:  General/Habitual Questionnaire Items 
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As is shown in Table 7, when asked, “How often do you watch 

videos on line (in any language)?” in Likert-type item G1, most of the 

participants in the study indicated that they regularly watch videos on 

the internet (11.1% rarely, 27.8% sometimes, 22% Often, 38.9% All the 

time), and no one claimed that they never watch videos (0% Never).  

These numbers suggest that the students in the study had sufficient 

experience with the medium to be comfortable watching videos on the 

internet.  Interestingly, the mean response per condition group revealed 

that students in the Music Video group generally watch videos on line 

less as a habitual part of their daily lives than the control and other 

treatment group (Mean T = 4.3, Mean TM = 4.2, Mean TMV = 3.2).  As 

watching videos appears to be less a part of the TMV group’s habit 

structure than the other two groups, their more limited experience with 

the medium may have contributed to their weaker performance in the 

vocabulary acquisition data from the Word Translation Surveys.   

 When asked, “How often do you watch music videos specifically? 

(in general, in your own or any other language)?” in Likert-type item G2, 

the distribution of responses was much more widespread.  5.6% of 

respondents said they never watch music videos, 33.3% rarely, 16.7% 

sometimes, 27.8% often, and 16.7% all the time.  Again, like videos in 

general, the music video group indicated that they watch music videos 
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on average less than the other groups (Mean T = 3.3, Mean TM = 3.5, 

Mean TMV = 2.7). 

 When asked, “How often do you listen to music (in general, in your 

own or any other language)?” in Likert-type item G3, all of the students 

indicated that they listen to music regularly (44.4% often and 55.5% all 

the time).  Accordingly, the mean response per condition was almost 

identical (Mean T = 4.8, Mean TM = 4.5, Mean TMV = 4.3). 

 Regarding their habits reading for pleasure, responding to the 

question “How often do you read for pleasure (in general, in your own or 

any other language)?” in Likert-type item G4, 11.1% claimed they never 

read for pleasure, 27.8% sometimes, 44.4% often, and 16.7% all the 

time.  The text group also happened to be the group that reads for 

pleasure the most often (Mean T = 4, Mean TM = 3.5, Mean TMV = 3.3).   

 

Analysis of General/Habitual Post-test Questionnaire Items 

 The data presented in the General/Habitual section above contains 

a number of relevant findings that likely contributed to the results of the 

study.  Questionnaire items G1 and G2 determined that the students 

who were randomly placed into the music video group happened to be 

students who watch on-line videos or music videos less often as a 

general rule than the rest of the participants in the study.  Since 
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watching videos is less a part of their daily routine, they may have been 

less predisposed to benefiting from language learning through videos.  

Additionally, the responses to questionnaire item G4 revealed that many 

of the students who were randomly assigned to the text group happened 

to be students that indicated more frequent habitual reading for 

pleasure.  As a result, the vocabulary gains demonstrated between the 

pre- and post-test Word Translation Surveys may have been artificially 

high for the text group who indicated habitually reading for pleasure, 

while the scores from the music video group may have been artificially 

low due to their weaker inclination towards video watching in general. 

 Perhaps the most telling result from the data in the 

General/Habitual section of the post-test questionnaire was the 

unanimous response to questionnaire item G3.  All of the students in the 

study indicated listening to music regularly as a part of their daily 

routine.  As the results from this population would suggest, language 

instructors would be well advised to incorporate more music into the 

language curriculum, and capitalize off of an activity that already 

constitutes a portion of the habitual activities of a large number of 

university students. 
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Presentation of Attitudinal Questionnaire Items 
 
 The second section of the post-test questionnaire solicited 

information concerning the participants’ attitudes towards their 

experience during the study, and towards the use of music and music 

video for language learning in general.  Table 8 presents the totals from 

the Likert-type data acquired from the attitudinal questionnaire items. 

 

a1 2 3 4 5 ITEM  

N R S O A 

M SD 

 

A1.  Did you enjoy learning about Russian language and culture by reading the texts / 
listening to the songs / watching the videos in the study? 
 Total b0 0 27.8 50 22.2 3.9 .7 
A2.  Would you like your future Russian instructors to incorporate more music into 
your Russian language classes? 
 Total 0 5.6 11.1 50 33.3 4.1 .8 
A3.  Would you like your future Russian instructors to incorporate more music videos 
into your Russian language classes? 
 Total 0 5.6 27.8 66.7 0 3.6 .6 
A4.  Do you plan to incorporate music into your future study of Russian language 
outside of class? 
 Total 0 5.6 33.3 22.2 38.9 3.9 1 
A5.  Do you plan to incorporate music videos into your future study of Russian 
language outside of class? 
 Total 5.6 5.6 44.4 44.4 0 3.3 .8 

Note: 
a1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 = All the time 
bPercentages have been rounded off to the nearest hundredth 

Table 8:  Attitudinal Questionnaire Items 
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 As demonstrated in Table 8, all of the participants indicated that 

they enjoyed their experience with the texts, songs, or videos in the study 

in response to questionnaire item A1, “Did you enjoy learning about 

Russian language and culture by reading the texts / listening to the 

songs / watching the videos in the study?”  The response percentages to 

questionnaire item A1 were 27.8% sometimes, 50% often, and 22.2% all 

the time.  The group that enjoyed its experience in the study most as 

indicated by the mean responses by condition was the music group, 

though the differences were marginal (Mean T = 3.8, Mean TM = 4.2, 

Mean TMV = 3.8). 

 When asked in questionnaire item A2 “Would you like your future 

Russian instructors to incorporate more music into your Russian 

language classes?”, the vast majority of participants demonstrated a 

desire for more frequent musical content in the language curriculum.  

5.6% responded with rarely, 11.1% sometimes, 50% often, and 33.3% all 

the time.  The mean response by condition was very similar, although the 

music video group expressed the least interest in the use of more music 

in the classroom (Mean T = 4.5, Mean TM = 4.3, Mean TMV = 3.5). 

 The participants’ responses when questioned about their attitude 

toward the use of music videos in the language classroom was less 

enthusiastic than that of music alone, but more than two thirds of the 
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students still indicated a desire for more music videos in the curriculum.  

When asked “Would you like your future Russian instructors to 

incorporate more music videos into your Russian language classes?” in 

questionnaire item A3, 5.6% indicated rarely, 27.8% sometimes, and 

66.7% all the time.  Again, the mean responses by condition were more 

or less the same, but the music video group was slightly less in favor of 

more frequent music videos in the classroom (Mean T = 3.7, Mean TM = 

3.8, Mean TMV = 3.3). 

 The last two questions in the attitudinal section of the post-test 

questionnaire concerned the students’ attitudes towards the use of 

music and music video as a language learning strategy outside of the 

language classroom.  In questionnaire item A4, the students were asked 

“Do you plan to incorporate music into your future study of Russian 

language outside of class?”  A significant majority of the students 

claimed that they plan to regularly utilize music as a language-learning 

tool in their own personal study of Russian outside of the academic 

context.  5.6% said rarely, 33.3% sometimes, 22.2% often, and 38.9% all 

the time.  Interestingly, the mean responses by condition were rather 

widespread (Mean T = 4.7, Mean TM = 4.2, Mean TMV = 3). 

 Additionally the students were questioned about their plans to use 

music videos specifically for language learning in questionnaire item A5, 
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“Do you plan to incorporate music videos into your future study of 

Russian language outside of class?”  The responses to item A5 about 

music videos were somewhat less spirited than to the similar question 

about music in item A4.  In questionnaire item A5 5.6% indicated never, 

5.6% rarely, 44.4% sometimes, and 44.4% often. 

 

Analysis of Attitudinal Questionnaire Items 

 The unanimous response to questionnaire item A1 indicating 

enjoyment from language learning through song lyrics lends support to 

the validity of the use of songs as a pedagogical activity.  If even the text 

group found the process of learning through reading song lyrics a 

pleasant experience, then the merits of the activity are undeniable from 

the perspective of student enjoyment, in particular when coupled with 

audio or video. 

 Attitudinal questionnaire items A2 and A3 show that the students 

in the study generally responded favorably to the use of music and music 

videos in the language classroom, as indicated by the mean responses for 

all participants (A2 M = 4.1, A3 M = 3.6).  As can be seen from the 

summary data of responses, however, the participants in this study were 

definitely more passionate about incorporating music into the classroom 

than music video.  This suggests that language educators should not 
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underestimate the potential benefits of using music in the classroom 

separate from video.  Moreover, while for the purposes of this study the 

two media of music and music video are examined individually, during 

the course of a normal class they need not be mutually exclusive.  A 

music video, for example, could first be introduced by having the 

students listen to the audio alone, and then followed by a screening of 

the music video.  Or, similarly, a music video could be used for a 

classroom exercise, while the audio alone could be downloaded to a 

computer or portable device for listening at the student’s convenience. 

 The responses to questionnaire items A4 and A5 concerned the use 

of music and music video for personal language study outside of the 

context of the academic curriculum.  Similar to items A2 and A3, A4 and 

A5 also found that most of the participants plan to incorporate music 

and music video into their personal study of Russian, but again they 

were somewhat less enthusiastic about using music video than using 

music alone. 

 

Presentation of Vocabulary Questionnaire Items 
 
 The third section of the post-test questionnaire was concerned with 

determining the participants’ vocabulary studying habits during the 

course of the project.  The summary data from the vocabulary section of 
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the post-test questionnaire is presented below in Table 9, Table 10, and 

Table 11.   

a1 2 3 4 5 ITEM  

N R S O A 

M SD 

 

V1.  How often did you study/practice the vocabulary words from the study materials? 
 Total b22.2 55.6 16.7 5.6 0 2.1 .8 

Note: 
a1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 = All the time 
bPercentages have been rounded off to the nearest hundredth 

Table 9:  Vocabulary Questionnaire Items 

 
 
 In questionnaire item V1, the students were asked “How often did 

you study/practice the vocabulary words from the study materials?”  

22.2% indicated they never studied the target words, 55.6% rarely, 

16.7% sometimes, and 5.6% often.  The mean responses to questionnaire 

item V1 by condition were very telling in their differences (Mean T = 3.8, 

Mean TM = 3.5, and Mean TMV = 2.5). 

 Questionnaire item V2 was the only item on the questionnaire that 

was not presented with a Likert-type response scale.  The question in 

item V2, “Did you study/practice the vocabulary words on the day of the 

final vocabulary assessment?” only warranted a yes or no response.  This 

question was included on the questionnaire to see if there was a link to 

studying on the day of the Word Translation Survey and vocabulary gain 
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between the pre- and post-test.  Table 10 shows the participants’ 

vocabulary gain scores on the Word Translation Survey by condition and 

their response to post-test vocabulary questionnaire item V2. 

 
Text Music Music Video 

# Gain V2 # Gain V2 # Gain V2 

3 4 yes 1 0 no 2 9 no 

4 9 no 5 46 yes 11 3 no 

7 1 no 6 6 no 12 3 yes 

8 30 yes 9 6 no 13 2 no 

15 3 no 10 1 yes 14 2 no 

17 1 yes  18 17 yes  16 1 no 

Table 10:  Questionnaire Item V2 Responses and Vocabulary Gain 

 Post-test questionnaire item V3, “Do you feel as though you have 

increased your Russian vocabulary knowledge as a result of reading the 

texts / listening to the songs / watching the videos in the study?” was 

the only Likert-type questionnaire item that was on a scale of not at all, 

marginally, somewhat, quite a bit, and significantly.  Table 11 presents 

the Likert-type response data from questionnaire item V3. 

a1 2 3 4 5 ITEM  

N M S Q S 

M SD 

 
V3.  Do you feel as though you have increased your Russian vocabulary knowledge as a 
result of reading the texts / listening to the song / watching the video in the study? 
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 Total b0 72.2 5.6 22.2 0 2.5 .9 

Note: 
a1 = Not at all, 2 = Marginally, 3 = Somewhat, 4 = Quite a bit, 5 = 
Significantly 
bPercentages have been rounded off to the nearest hundredth 

Table 11:  Vocabulary Questionnaire Item V3 

 
 
 As could be expected from a study with such a short duration, 

most of the participants self-reported marginal gains in vocabulary 

acquisition (72.2% marginal, 5.6 somewhat, and 22.2% quite a bit).  The 

mean Likert-type responses by condition  revealed that the music group 

self-reported the greatest vocabulary gains (Mean T = 2.3, Mean TM = 

3.2, and Mean TMV = 2). 

 

Analysis of Vocabulary Questionnaire Data 

 In questionnaire item V1, it is very clear from the data that the 

participants were studying the materials only nominally outside of the 

weekly sessions with the investigator.  While they were encouraged each 

week to both revisit the songs and study the vocabulary, as could be 

expected from a study with no compensation and no consequences 

related to their final score, most of the participants indicated little to no 

study of the vocabulary words on their own time.  This invariably 

influenced the overall low vocabulary knowledge gains exhibited in the 
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quantitative data from the Word Translation Survey.  Future studies 

along these lines should be fully integrated into a university course so 

that the motivation to perform well in the class is also a part of the study 

(See Chapter 5 Conclusion – Limitations).  For this study, the available 

participant pool of advanced Russian language learners was not 

conducive to this type of in-class study. 

 As is evident from the data in Table 10 that illustrates responses to 

questionnaire item V2, the top three performing students in terms of 

vocabulary gains indeed studied on the day of the post-test Word 

Translation Survey.  However, a number of participants who indicated 

that they had studied on the final day did not demonstrate significant 

vocabulary gains.  Additionally, several students who claimed that they 

had not studied on the day of the post-test survey still performed in the 

median range.  As such, it can be determined that studying on the day of 

the post-test survey certainly aided the students’ vocabulary progress, 

but it was not a deciding variable. 

 Interestingly, the self-reported vocabulary knowledge gain 

responses in item V3 almost directly corresponded to the actual gains 

demonstrated between pre- and post-test Word Translation Surveys.  

Participants who demonstrated significant vocabulary gains on the 

surveys also self-reported that they felt as though they had increased 
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their vocabulary “quite a bit.” This was also reflected in the mean data by 

condition.  The mean Likert-type response to questionnaire item V3 was 

the highest for the music group, and the music group also demonstrated 

the highest vocabulary gains on the post-test Word Translation Survey. 

 

Presentation of Materials-related Questionnaire Items 

 The fourth section of the post-test questionnaire was dedicated to 

questions about the participant’s experiences with the study materials.  

The summary data from the materials-related section of the post-test 

questionnaire is presented in Table 12 below. 

a1 2 3 4 5 ITEM  

N R S O A 

M SD 

 

M1.  How often did you revisit the texts/songs/videos from the study on your own time? 
 Total b11.1 61.1 22.2 5.6 0 2.2 .7 
M2.  While reading the texts/listening to the music/watching the video during the 
study, did you ever read or sing out loud? 
 Total 38.9 22.2 27.8 5.6 5.6 2.2 1.2 
M3.  During your day-to-day life, did you ever revisit the texts/songs/videos and read 
or sing them out loud? 
 Total 50 33.3 11.1 0 5.6 1.8 1.1 
M4.  After reading the texts/listening to the songs/watching the videos (either during 
the study, or on your own time), how often did you find that the words or phrases you 
read/heard were “stuck in your head”? 
 Total 0 38.9 38.9 22.2 0 2.8 .8 

Note: 
a1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 = All the time 
bPercentages have been rounded off to the nearest hundredth 
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Table 12:  Materials-related Questionnaire Items 

 
 
 The first question of the materials-related section asked the 

students, “How often did you revisit the texts/songs/videos from the 

study on your own time?”  With a mean Likert-type response score of 2.2, 

most of the students indicated that they revisited the study materials 

only occasionally (11.1% never, 61.1% rarely, 22.2% sometimes, and 

5.6% often).  The mean Likert-type score by condition revealed that the 

music group revisited the materials most, followed by the text group, and 

music video revisited the materials the least (Mean T = 2.2, Mean TM= 

2.7, Mean TMV = 1.8). 

 Questionnaire item M2 was included to determine whether 

participants were vocalizing the material during the weekly sessions of 

the studies.  Item M2 asked the participants, “While reading the 

texts/listening to the music/watching the video during the study, did 

you ever read or sing out loud?”  Since the participants were alone in a 

classroom or faculty office, it was presumed that the environment would 

not be conducive to singing out loud.  While many of the students indeed 

said that they did not read or sing out loud during the study, a 

surprising majority of the students 61.1% claimed to sing or read out 
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loud at least occasionally.  38.9% indicated never, 22.2% rarely, 27.8% 

sometimes,  5.6% often, and 5.6% all the time. 

 Questionnaire item M3 was also concerned with determining 

whether students were vocalizing the materials, but this time asked, 

“During your day-to-day life, did you ever revisit the texts/songs/videos 

and read or sing them out loud?”  Interestingly, the participants 

indicated reading or singing out loud less at home than during the study.  

50% said never,  33.3% rarely, 11.1% sometimes, and  5.6% all the time.  

Again, like questionnaire item M2, the mean responses by condition 

indicated that students in the music group were singing at home slightly 

more than the other groups (Mean T = 2.3, Mean TM = 2.8, Mean TMV = 

1.3). 

 Questionnaire item M4 determined whether the participants of the 

study were experiencing a mental din of the language from the materials.  

It asked the participants, “After reading the texts/listening to the 

songs/watching the videos (either during the study, or on your own 

time), how often did you find that the words or phrases you read/heard 

were ‘stuck in your head’”?  All of the participants indicated at least some 

experience of a mental din.  38.9% said rarely, 38.9% sometimes, and 

22.2% often.  Both the music group and music video group appear to 

have been superior at initiating the din when examining the mean Likert-
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type responses by condition (Mean T = 2.2, Mean TM = 3.3, Mean TMV = 

3). 

 

Analysis of Materials-related Questionnaire Items 

Questionnaire item M1 elicited responses about how frequently the 

participants revisited the songs from the study whether in text, audio, or 

video format.  As mentioned in Chapter 3 Methodology, all of the 

students were given a copy of their study materials after each weekly 

session.  The test group was given a copy of their own weekly packet of 

song lyrics and vocabulary rehearsal exercises.  They were then 

encouraged to revisit the text as often or as little as they like.  The music 

and music video groups were similarly given a copy of their own weekly 

packet of song lyrics and vocabulary rehearsal exercises, but were also 

emailed an mp3 format digital version of the song or a link to the music 

video on line respectively.  They too were encouraged to revisit the texts, 

songs, or videos as often or as little as they would like.  Similar to 

responses in questionnaire item V1 about how frequently they studied 

the target vocabulary words, most of the participants indicated in M1 

that they also revisited the songs rarely (Mean Likert-type = 2.2).  While 

at first glance this number may appear very low, when placed in the 

context of the study it could be considered relatively high.  88.9% of the 
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participants indicated that they revisited the songs at least rarely.  Since 

the study was not part of a language course, the responses to 

questionnaire item M1 reveal that a significant majority of the students 

were revisiting song materials with virtually no outside motivation other 

than their own desire to learn Russian and the pleasure of listening to 

the songs or watching the videos. 

Questionnaire items M2 and M3 were concerned with determining 

whether the students were vocalizing the materials while they were 

interacting with them either during the study or at home.  Interestingly 

the students indicated singing or reading out loud slightly more often 

during the study than at home (Mean M2 = 2.2, Mean M3 = 1.8).  This 

discrepancy is probably the result of the number of students who did not 

revisit the materials on their own time (if they did not revisit the songs, 

they could not sing them out loud at home). 

The data from questionnaire item M4 would appear to confirm the 

theory that the din is set off by the language acquisition device as 

Krashen contended, because even the text group participants all 

indicated at least some experience of a din (S. D. Krashen, 1983).  While 

further study would be necessary to determine if the din was set off for 

the text group participants by the language acquisition device or the 

rhythm of the song lyrics in verse,  in this study it is certain from the 
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mean Likert-type data by condition that melody in conjunction with the 

language acquisition device was superior at initiating the din (Mean T = 

2.2, Mean TM = 3.3, Mean TMV = 3)  This would seem to confirm 

Murphey’s hypothesis about the “Song Stuck In My Head Phenomenon” 

(Murphey, 1990). 

 

Presentation of Condition-specific Questionnaire Items 

 The last section of the post-test questionnaire consisted of Likert-

type items that asked questions concerning the participant’s experience 

with the specific treatment conditions, and thus was only present on the 

questionnaires of the music and music video groups respectively.   Table 

13 below shows the summary data for questionnaire item C1, “When you 

would listen to the music on your own time, was it ever on a portable 

device (ipod/iphone, etc)?”  This question was presented to the music 

group only, because they were the only group to receive an mp3 format 

recording of the songs from the study. 

a1 2 3 4 5 ITEM  

N R S O A 

M SD 

 
C1.  When you would listen to the music on your own time, was it ever on a portable 
device (ipod/iphone, etc)? (Music group only, N=6) 
 Total b33.3 0 33.3 16.7 16.7 2.8 1.6 

Note: 
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a1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 = All the time 
bPercentages have been rounded off to the nearest hundredth 

Table 13:  Condtion-specific Questionnaire Item C1 (Music Group Only) 

 
 
 Most of the students indicated in questionnaire item C1 that they 

had listened to the songs from the study on a portable device at least 

sometimes, though one-third of the students also indicated that they 

never listened to the songs on a portable device (33.3% never, 33.3% 

sometimes, 16.7% often, and 16.7% all the time.) 

 Post-test questionnaire items C2 through C4 were concerned with 

the student’s experience with the music videos, and thus were presented 

to the music video group alone.  The summary data from the condition-

specific questions for the music group are presented in Table 14 below. 

a1 2 3 4 5 ITEM  

N R S O A 

M SD 

 

C2.  When you would watch the music videos, how often did you pay attention to the 
captions? 
 Total b0 33.3 33.3 16.7 16.7 3.2 1.2 
C3.  Do you feel as though the captions on the music video were helpful for your 
understanding of the Russian language being spoken/sung? 
 Total 0 16.7 0 50 33.3 4 1.1 
C4.  While watching the video, did you find that the images on the screen were helpful 
for your understanding of the Russian language being spoken/sung? 
 Total 0 33.3 0 66.7 0 3.3 1 

Note: 
a1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 = All the time 
bPercentages have been rounded off to the nearest hundredth 
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Table 14: Condition-specific Questionnaire Items C2 through C4 (Music 
Video Group Only) 

 
 Questionnaire item C2 asked the music video group participants, 

“When you would watch the music videos, how often did you pay 

attention to the captions?”  All of the participants in the music video 

group indicated paying at least some attention to the captions of the 

music videos (33.3% rarely, 33.3% sometimes, 16.7% often, and 16.7% 

all the time). 

 In order to determine whether the participants considered the 

captions to be beneficial for their language study, in questionnaire item 

C3 the participants were asked, “Do you feel as though the captions on 

the music video were helpful for your understanding of the Russian 

language being spoken/sung?”  Almost all of the participants in the 

music video group considered the captions very helpful, with only one 

student indicating that they found the captions helpful rarely (16.7% 

rarely, 50% often, and 33.3% all the time). 

 The last condition-specific questionnaire item for the music video 

group (C4) asked the students, “While watching the video, did you find 

that the images on the screen were helpful for your understanding of the 

Russian language being spoken/sung?”  All of the participants indicated 
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finding the imagery in the videos helpful at least some of the time (33.3% 

rarely and 66.6% often). 

 

Analysis of Condition-specific Questionnaire Items 

As can be seen from the presentation of data in the preceding 

section in questionnaire item C1,  two-thirds of the participants in the 

music group (TM) indicated that they listened to the songs from the 

study at some point on a portable device.  Again, such a willingness to 

incorporate the materials into their daily habits when they were receiving 

no compensation for their commitment strongly suggests that further 

research needs to be conducted into the best means of capitalizing off of 

music, video, and their portability for language pedagogy purposes. 

Questionnaire items C2 and C3 determined that the participants of 

the music video group were indeed paying attention to the captions and 

that they considered them helpful for understanding the Russian in the 

videos.  This confirms Mayer’s hypothesis that captions are not 

redundant for multimedia learning (R. E. Mayer & Johnson, 2008).  

However, there is still some concern that it may have been distracting to 

instruct the participants to underline unfamiliar words in their paper 

copy of the lyrics while watching the videos (discussed further in Chapter 

5 Conclusion under the heading Limitations).  Additional research will be 
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necessary to determine whether a simultaneous instructional activity can 

overload cognitive resources while watching a music video. 

Finally, the responses to questionnaire item C4 communicated that 

the participants considered the imagery in the music videos helpful to 

their understanding of the Russian in the lyrics of the songs.  As 

mentioned in Chapter 2, visual cues can convey a torrent of information.  

Not only does the imagery help contextualize the language through the 

direct representation of the lyrics in the video content, it also provides 

facial cues, gestures, body language, and other non-verbal 

communication.  While two-thirds of the students found the imagery 

helpful for comprehension, one-third of the students did not find them 

particularly helpful.  Future studies should attempt to determine what 

types of visual cues combined with music and language are best at 

communicating information and aiding language acquisition. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

This dissertation employed a mixed method quantitative and 

qualitative approach to evaluate the effect of differing modalities of input 

on the acquisition of unfamiliar lexical material, and to determine the 

participants’ attitudes and beliefs about using these different modalities 

of input for language learning purposes.  In particular, this dissertation 

examined the effect of input from the aural modality in the form of music 

on the acquisition of lexical knowledge, and additionally evaluated the 

effect of input from the combined aural and visual modalities in the form 

of music videos on the acquisition of lexical knowledge.  This concluding 

chapter of the dissertation will first explicate the findings from the study 

in relation to the research questions, and then will delineate the 

limitations of the study.  Finally, the chapter will make several 

suggestions for further research in this area. 

 

Research Findings 

The following section discusses the research findings in response 

to the research questions that the study endeavored to answer.  The 

research questions were as follows: 

1.  Does the active acquisition of lexical knowledge increase when 

unfamiliar words are encountered in a text that is contextualized 

by input from the aural modality in the form of music as compared 

with written textual input alone? 
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2.  Does the active acquisition of lexical knowledge increase when 

unfamiliar words are encountered in a text that is contextualized 

in input from both the aural modality in the form of music and the 

visual modality in the form of video as compared with written 

textual input alone or with textual input combined with aural 

input in the form of music? 

3.  What are American university students’ attitudes and beliefs 

about the use of music and music video for the study of a foreign 

language both inside and outside of the classroom? 

4.  Will language students incorporate target language and culture 

music and music videos provided by language instructors into 

their pre-existing music listening and video watching habits? 

 As outlined in detail in Chapter 3 Methodology, all of the students 

were exposed to target vocabulary words in the context of song lyrics.  In 

the comparison group, the students simply read the song lyrics in text 

form, and the two treatment groups read the text of the song lyrics while 

simultaneously listening to the song or watching a music video 

respectively.  Through the use of a pre- and post-test Word Translation 

Survey, the study determined whether the participants demonstrated 

gains in target vocabulary lexical knowledge. The response to research 

question number one, “Does the potential for the acquisition of lexical 

knowledge increase when unfamiliar words are encountered in a text 

that is contextualized in input from the aural modality in the form of 

music as compared with textual input alone?” was somewhat 

inconclusive.  While the average gains in vocabulary were higher for the 
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music treatment than for the text group (Mean = 12.17 for Group TM, 

and 8.67 for Group T), since the sample size was very small, a t-test 

analysis of the gains between conditions resulted in a lack of statistical 

significance. 

 Furthermore, the response to research question number two, 

“Does the potential for the acquisition of lexical knowledge increase when 

unfamiliar words are encountered in a text that is contextualized in 

input from both the aural modality in the form of music and the visual 

modality in the form of video as compared with textual input alone or 

textual input combined with aural input in the form of music?” was 

similarly inconclusive, and a t-test analysis also resulted with a lack of 

statistical significance.  Interestingly, the music video group in this study 

demonstrated the least gains in target vocabulary lexical knowledge 

(Mean TMV = 3.33).  While such a low score of gains in lexical knowledge 

was unexpected, it was readily explained by a number of personal biases 

that were revealed in the qualitative data derived from the post-test 

questionnaire.  In brief, the students who were randomly assigned to the 

music video group happened to be students who indicated that they were 

less inclined to watch videos or listen to music as a part of their day-to-

day habit structure than the comparison and other treatment group.  

Since listening to music and watching videos was less a part of their 

daily routine, they may not have been as likely to benefit from the media.   

Additionally, discussed below in the section on limitations, a minor 

discrepancy in the study design may have contributed negatively to the 

music video group’s progress with the acquisition of lexical knowledge.  
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During each weekly session of exposure to the target vocabulary words in 

the context of song lyrics, all of the participants in the study were 

presented with the written text of the lyrics on paper in their weekly 

packet of materials (lyrics and target vocabulary exercises).  While the 

lyrics in written format on paper were invariably beneficial for the text 

and music groups, they may have been distracting for the music video 

group who already had the lyrics written on the screen in captions, and 

would have to divert their attention from the video in order to follow 

along on paper.  Since the participants were instructed to underline 

unfamiliar vocabulary words on the paper hand out while reading, 

listening, or watching, the music video participants’ attention may have 

been overloaded.  Mayer’s redundancy principle was likely initiated, 

which states that too many printed words and pictures can compete for 

cognitive resources and overload the visual channel (R. Mayer, 2005). 

The redundant text and underlining activity almost certainly 

compromised vocabulary gains for the music video group, but it resulted 

in interesting implications for the proper use of music videos in the 

language classroom.  Since music videos inherently contain text, 

imagery, and rich audio in the form of music, the multiple levels of 

processing required to mediate the abundant linguistic and cultural 

input may make additional activities surrounding the videos best 

relegated to pre- and post-viewing applications. 

 In response to research question number three, “What are 

American university students’ attitudes and beliefs about the use of 

music and music video for the study of foreign languages both inside and 
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outside of the classroom?” the qualitative analysis of the Likert-type 

response data from the post-test questionnaire supplied the study with a 

number of informative observations.  First, the participants in this study 

almost unanimously responded positively to the use of music and music 

videos in the foreign language classroom.  From the attitudinal section of 

the post-test questionnaire it was determined that students not only 

enjoy having language instructors use music and music video in the 

classroom, but most of them also plan to incorporate music and music 

videos into their future study of Russian outside of the academic context. 

Interestingly, the attitudinal section of the post-test questionnaire 

also revealed that the students in this study were more interested in 

using music alone to study a second language than music videos.  This 

bias in preference of music was also demonstrated in the 

general/habitual section of the questionnaire that asked students about 

their music listening and video watching habits in their day-to-day life in 

their native culture.  All of the participants indicated that they often 

listen to music (Mean Likert-type response = 4.6), while the students 

indicated watching music video significantly less frequently (Mean Likert-

type response = 3.2).  Since the students still responded favorably to the 

use of music videos for language learning in the attitudinal section of the 

questionnaire, habitually watching music videos less frequently does not 

suggest that music videos should not be a part of the language 

curriculum, but rather implies that the use of music separate from 

music videos should not be undervalued.  In the study presented in this 

dissertation the two media, music and music video, were examined 
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individually.  However, in the language classroom, they need not be 

mutually exclusive. 

One of the most elucidative findings of the study was in response 

to research question number four, “Will language students incorporate 

target language and culture music and music videos provided by 

language instructors into their pre-existing music listening and video 

watching habits?”  Unquestionably, the post-test questionnaire revealed 

that the overwhelming majority (88.9% on post-test questionnaire item 

M1) of participants in the treatment groups of the study indeed revisited 

the materials and incorporated the music and music videos into their 

pre-existing music listening and video watching habits.  While a large 

number of the participants indicated only revisiting the materials rarely 

(61.1%), since the study offered no compensation to the participants and 

in no way affected their grades as it was not part of a university language 

course, even revisiting the materials rarely was perceived as a positive 

response.  It suggests that the participants were using the materials with 

no outside motivation aside from their desire to learn Russian and the 

enjoyment they derived from watching or listening to the materials. 

 

Limitations 

 The primary limitation of the study was the relatively small sample 

size.  As is always the case with education research, individual learner 

differences invariably affect the outcome of results.  The small sample 

size in this study not only made it difficult to determine whether the 
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participants’ performance was generalizable to a more widespread 

population with a variety of learner differences, but it also made the 

power of a quantitative statistical analysis significantly weaker.  The 

study was initially designed to accommodate at least thirty participants.  

When the project was first pitched to second and third-year language 

students at the University of Texas at Austin, almost all of the students 

in the classes raised their hands indicating an interest in participating in 

the study.  Unfortunately, however, the first interest meeting during 

which participants were going to be recruited had to be cancelled on 

account of a bomb threat that resulted in the evacuation of the entire 

campus.  The interest meeting was rescheduled the following week, but 

getting started later in the semester seriously diminished interest from 

potential participants.  A number of students commented to the 

investigator that they were originally planning to participate, but since 

another week had passed they were now concerned about looming 

midterm exams and rapidly accumulating assignments.  Since there was 

no compensation for participation in the study, less than half the 

participants who initially indicated interest in the study signed up and 

started the weekly sessions with the investigator. 

 The second limitation of the study was its lack of compensation for 

participants.  While a monetary compensation is not likely necessary for 

this type of study, future research along the lines of this dissertation 

would be advised to incorporate the study into the existing curriculum of 

a language course where some form of course credit can be offered for 

participation in the study.  In isolation it is incapable of mimicking the 
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motivation provided by course grading, and thus performance is 

inevitably compromised.  While this limitation negatively affected the 

potential for statistical analysis, since eighteen of the twenty-two 

participants completed the entire five weeks of the study with no 

compensation, such a low rate of attrition suggests that the material was 

enticing and enjoyable enough to motivate eighty-two percent of the 

participants to continue through the study’s entire duration. 

 The third limitation mentioned above in the section Research 

Findings, was instructing the participants to underline unfamiliar 

vocabulary on paper during the weekly sessions of exposure to target 

vocabulary in song lyrics.  The activity was initially included in the 

instructions for each weekly exposure to help draw the participants’ 

attention to the target vocabulary words that the study was monitoring.  

Additionally, it was presumed that the words that the students 

underlined would provide a supplemental source of data for the study.  

However, most individual participant’s method of underlining words was 

highly inconsistent, and thus not deemed suitable for analysis.  While 

underlining the unfamiliar words in the lyrics on paper may or may not 

have been beneficial to the participants in the text and music groups, 

who had no other visual input other than the text on paper, it was 

almost certainly redundant and distracting for the participants in the 

music video group, who already had the text of the lyrics present in the 

video’s captions in addition to the vibrant imagery of the music videos.  

There is unfortunately no method to determine whether this activity 

indeed affected vocabulary gain outcomes, but future studies would be 
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advised to refrain from encumbering the participants’ cognitive resources 

with simultaneous activities that may be redundant. 

 The final limitation of the study was the lack of some form of 

vocabulary rehearsal that required the participants to select or generate 

meaning.  Since the students were receiving no compensation for 

involvement in the study, keeping the time commitment of the weekly 

sessions to a minimum was absolutely necessary to maintain a low 

attrition rate.  Therefore, requiring the participants to undergo two 

separate vocabulary rehearsal approaches was not a viable option.  

Ultimately, cloze-style exercises were chosen for implementation in this 

study, because they provided a measurement of the participants’ 

grammatical knowledge, and required a deeper process of evaluation with 

the word by encouraging the participants to focus on its grammatical 

functioning.  However, future studies that have the ability to compensate 

participants and thus can occupy more of their time should also include 

vocabulary rehearsal activities that require the students to determine or 

generate word meaning. 

 

Suggestions for Further Research 

 The study of music, video, and music video warrants a priority 

position in the study of L2 vocabulary learning activities, and indeed in 

the field of applied linguistics as a whole.  As digital learning activities 

that are suitable for computer assisted learning, mobile learning, and 
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open-source collaborative learning, music and music video are highly 

adaptable and appropriate for emerging trends in language education. 

One of the most popular new trends in language education that 

warrants further study is the use of open source materials both in the 

classroom and in personal language study.  As mentioned in Chapter 1 

Introduction, one of the goals of conducting the study in this dissertation 

was to inspire language educators to recognize the suitability of language 

learning through music and music video for application in open source 

learning environments.  Since music and music video are so widely 

available on the internet, and are both digital formats that are relatively 

easy to manipulate for multimedia applications, their use in a shared 

open source capacity could undeniably benefit language pedagogy 

resources.   

The primary concern with open source collaboration in education 

is the potential lack of oversight in the development of learning materials.  

While some may rightly fear a lack of supervision in the creation of open 

source materials, if educators remain involved in the selection process of 

choosing open source materials for inclusion in language courses, they 

can act as a navigator that can steer students to appropriate content and 

away from improperly structured materials or inappropriate content.  

The discussion of open source collaboration in language education is a 

burgeoning debate topic in the field, and will require further study before 

its merits can be fully validated. 

 Concerning the use of music and music video in general, however, 

there are a number of key questions that must first be addressed.  The 
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first distinction that needs clarification is determining whether different 

types of music have different affects on the acquisition of language.  For 

example, a number of studies have been conducted that evaluated the 

use of background music during language learning (De Groot, 2006; 

Lozanov et al., 1978).  Other studies, such as this dissertation, have 

examined the use of language contextualized in the lyrics of music for 

the study of language.  As of yet, however, no study has attempted to 

determine which method is superior by comparison.  Is it simply the 

presence of music that provides a referential context when learning a 

language, or is the language contextualized in the rhythm and melody of 

the song’s lyrics superior at aiding acquisition?  

 Moreover, it would also behoove the study of music and music 

video for language learning to determine whether individual genres or 

types of music are better equipped for language pedagogy.  For example, 

do songs with heavy rhythms achieve better results for language learning 

activities, or is it the presence of pronounced intricate melodies that are 

superior?  While it seems unlikely that any one genre of music will 

unanimously be the most beneficial for language learning, further study 

is necessary to determine the affects that different types of music have 

on the acquisition of language.   

In addition to the evaluation of the effect of genre, future studies 

should analyze the effect of allowing students to select their own music 

or music video materials and develop their own corresponding 

vocabulary rehearsal activites.  Self-selected musical content, as opposed 

to experimenter-selected, could help rule out any influence of genre 
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preferences on the study.  Moreover, self-selected content could 

potentially facilitate language acquisition by being more learner-centered 

and by personalizing study materials. 

 

Conclusion 

This dissertation implemented a mixed method approach of 

quantitative and qualitative analysis of data to determine the effect of 

augmenting written textual input with input from the aural modality in 

the form of music or from the combined input of the aural and visual 

modalities in the form of music videos on the acquisition of lexical 

knowledge.  Because of the small sample size and widely distributed 

data, the quantitative statistical analysis was inconclusive.  However, 

much of the qualitative data contributed by the post-test questionnaire 

shed light on some of the discrepancies in the quantitative results, and 

also revealed that the participants in the study both enjoyed using music 

and music video for the study of vocabulary, and would like to 

incorporate more music and music video into their study of Russian both 

inside and outside of the classroom. 
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Appendix A: Russian Song Lyrics and English Translations 

Week 1: “!"#$%&%"'# / Arrivederci” by 
(%)*#"+ / Zemfira 
!"#"$%-&"'()*+(*  
&,$- #./012*3*. 
4#"&"(5*, '6*+(* 
$.2,721 10*3* 
81#*9:,  
/$.+*9, 0121 
2"3:5, 7*9:, 
;$.+*9 012,&... 
 
8"#.03* ) &",< =.).$* 7,+:, 
$. #103* 6"&,$-> 0*3,9. 
?9#.'9*9: 0% 2" '.&%@ 2" 63,+ 
A $*("=2. $, ),#$1': 2"&"<. B 9"0"< 
 
C$, 9.( *$9,#,'$",  
. ' $*&* - $, "+,$:, 
A )*71, +9" 9,'$",  
- 6"&$>, +9" 6#"+$" 
D.#>  
)#,&-. !*2*5:,  
- ="#> 
89"-9" '619.3 
 
E 6"27,= &,$-, .#*),2,#+*! 
H, 1+*3* ) =3./"( 0% '&"9#,9:, 
E ,2). 3* 1'6,> 6" 63,+* 
A #./"0:> 91#$*(,9,  
 
* 6"0,=1 6" ')"*& - 
?0#.9$%< change $. 0*3,9. 
A 0121 72.9:, 9% /)"$*. 
! &"* "0%+$%, 5,'9:,  
- '9.3. '9.#5, $. 7*/$:, 
$.),#$", $17$" 1+,'9:... 
 
8"#.03* ) &",< =.).$*, 
H, )/3,9*&, 9.( 6"63.).,&, 
B9#,3(* #")$" $. 2). +.'. $./.2... 

 
 
The Moscow ravens  
woke me up.  
Soaked matches  
killed hope 
to smoke.  
That means -- I’ll  
live longer.  
That means -- we will... 
 
burn the ships in my port,  
I’ll exchange (my) ticket for rubles.  
It would be nice to grow (my hair) out to 
the shoulders.  
I’ll never return home. With you, 
it’s so interesting,  
but not so much with them.  
I see that it is tight,  
I remember that it is well-built.  
I bestow  
the time. You see,  
I am burning.  
Someone screwed up 
 
and set me on fire. Arrivederci!  
They didn’t teach (me) to look in the 
peep hole  
and (my hair) will hardly grow to my 
shoulders. I'll break the turnstile 
and I will run to my own kind.  
Take the change for a ticket,  
I'll wait; call me 
as usual at six.  
I became older by a lifetime.  
You should probably keep that in mind. 
 
The ships are in my port;  
if we can't fly, we will float.  
Set the hands exactly two hours back. 
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Week 2:  “,-% ./-0 &/1234+ / Out of 
Range” by 5/"/& 312 / Gorod 312 
!'F 6#"'9" 6"31+.,9'-  
C*#, &.-9$*( (.+.,9'-  
G '),9 6,#,(3>+.,9'- $. /)1(  
H. #.''9"-$** )%'9#,3.  
I.''+*9%).9: 0,''&%'3,$$"  
J9" *'9*$. $, )%'("3:/$,9 */ #1(  
E $, 6"#)F9'- 0,'("$,+$%< (#1=  
 
 
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% $, "6"/$.$%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% 2%5*& )"/21@"&  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. )6"3$, "'"/$.$$"  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916.  
 
 
B")',& $,"0-/.9,3:$"  
K2.9: 6"&"L* '6.'.9,3,<  
D). 5.=. 6" (.'.9,3:$"< $.),#@  
D), 7*/$* 2" '03*7,$*-  
E 2" */$,&"7,$*-  
B(#%) &,'9"6"3"7,$*, "9 )',@  
H,/#*&%, /. 6"3"'"< 6"&,@  
 
 
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% $, "6"/$.$%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% 2%5*& )"/21@"&  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. )6"3$, "'"/$.$$"  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Everything just works out –  
The world-pendulum swings,  
And light changes over to sound. 
In the distance of a shot  
It’s pointless to hope  
That the truth won’t slip from (your) 
hands, And the eternal circle won’t be 
broken. 
 
Out of range we’re unidentified,  
Out of range we breathe air.  
Out of range... Completely consciously 
We’re out of range,  
We’re out of range, 
Out of range. 
 
 
It’s totally unnecessary  
To wait for the help of rescuers –  
Two steps adjacent upstairs. 
Two intimate lives,  
And – to the point of exhaustion,  
Having hidden (his) location from 
everyone, (They) are invisible behind a 
band of interference... 
 
Out of range we’re unidentified,  
Out of range we breathe air.  
Out of range... Completely consciously 
We’re out of range,  
We’re out of range, 
Out of range. 
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Week 3: “5/"/& / City” by 6+-70 
)#-31 / Tantsy Minus 
A 5.=.> 6" 6#"'6,(91 
4" $"+$"&1 ="#"21 
A *21 6"9"&1 +9" 1 &,$- ,'9: $"=* 
A 1&,> @"2*9: * 6"M9"&1 *21 
 
E21 $.)'9#,+1 N),9$%& )*9#*$.& 
C*&" 6#"3,9.>9 2"#"=*, 3*&1/*$% 
! $*@ 7,$L*$% 6#"$"'-9'- ' 
="#-L*&* =3./.&* 
O"3"2$%&* ',#2N.&*, /"3"9%&* 
)"3"'.&* 
 
P"#"2-'(./(., ="#"2-&,+9. 
4"6.2.- ) ,=" ',9* 6#"6.2.,5: 
$.)',=2. 
P3"9.- )"/21@, 6#"'912% '()"/$-(") 
B /.6.@"& 0,$/*$. * 2"#"=*@ 21@") 
 
;),/2 $. $,0, &.3", $" M9" $, 0,2. 
;2,': 6"+9* +9" ) (.72"& 2"&, ,'9: 
')"- * $, "2$. 
Q3,(9#*+,'9)", =./, 9,3,R"$, 
)"2"6#")"2 
8"&&1$.3:$%< #.< 0,/ @3"6"9 * /.0"9 
 
P"#"2-'(./(., ="#"2-&,+9. 
4"6.2.- ) ,=" ',9* 6#"6.2.,5: 
$.)',=2. 
P3"9.- )"/21@, 6#"'912% '()"/$-(") 
B /.6.@"& 0,$/*$. * 2"#"=*@ 21@") 
 
P"#"2-'(./(., ="#"2-&,+9. 
4"6.2.- ) ,=" ',9* 6#"6.2.,5: 
$.)',=2. 
P3"9.- )"/21@, 6#"'912% '()"/$-(") 
B /.6.@"& 0,$/*$. * 2"#"=*@ 21@") 
 
D%& )%'"(*@ 9#10, 0,= ',#%@ "03.(") 
H.& 1(.7,9 6#*03*7,$*, @"3"2$%@ 
),9#") 

S-$,9 '"3$,+$%@ 31+,< ) 6.19*$, 
6#")"2") 
H.2 7,'9-$%&* (#%5.&* 
"05.#6.$$%@ 2"&") 
 
E21 $.)'9#,+1 N),9$%& )*9#*$.& 
C*&" 6#"3,9.>9 2"#"=*, 3*&1/*$% 
! $*@ 7,$L*$% 6#"$"'-9'- ' 
="#-L*&* =3./.&* 
O"3"2$%&* ',#2N.&*, /"3"9%&* 
)"3"'.&* 
 
P"#"2-'(./(., ="#"2-&,+9. 
4"6.2.- ) ,=" ',9* 6#"6.2.,5: 
$.)',=2. 
P3"9.- )"/21@, 6#"'912% '()"/$-(") 
B /.6.@"& 0,$/*$. * 2"#"=*@ 21@") 
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Week 3:  “City” (Continued) 
I’m walking along the street,  
around the city at night.  
I walk because I have legs,  
I know how to walk and therefore I 
walk. 
 
I’m walking toward colorful store 
windows, expensive limos are flying by.  
In them women speed past, with lustful  
eyes  
cold hearts, golden hair. 
 
The city’s a fairy tale, the city’s a dream, 
Falling in its net, you get lost forever. 
Swallowing his breath of colds and 
drafts,  
With smell of gasoline and expensive 
perfume. 
 
In the sky there’s few stars, but it’s no 
big deal. Here almost every house has its 
own, and  
not just one. 
Electricity, gas, telephone, plumbing, a 
communal paradise without cares or 
worries. 
 
The city’s a fairy tale, the city’s a dream, 
Falling in its net, you’ll get lost forever. 
Swallowing his breath of colds and 
drafts,  
With smell of gasoline and expensive 
perfume. 
 
The city’s a fairy tale, the city’s a dream, 
Falling in its net, you’ll get lost forever. 
Swallowing his breath of colds and 
drafts,  
With smell of gasoline and expensive 
perfume. 
 

Smoke of tall smokestacks, flight of gray 
clouds will show us the arrival of cold 
winds.  
A dance of the sun’s rays in a spider web of 
wires above the tin roofs of the 
dilapidated  
houses. 
 
I’m walking toward colorful store 
windows, expensive limos are flying by.  
In them women speed past, with lustful  
eyes  
cold hearts, golden hair. 
 
The city’s a fairy tale, the city’s a dream, 
Falling in its net, you’ll get lost forever. 
Swallowing his breath of colds and 
drafts, 
With smell of gasoline and expensive 
perfume 
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Week 4: “H")%, 3>2* / New People” 
by B63*$ / Splean 
 
;.&,# 9#"33,<01' ) 9#"33,<01'$"& 
6.#(, 
4,#,619.3 &,@.$*( 6#")"2. 6" 
/.6.#(, 
!%(3>+*) 3.&6"+(* ) '"#"( 
M3,(9#"'),+,< 
T>2* $"+.&* 2,3.>9 $")%@ 3>2,< 
 
S.(*, 9"$(*, '9,$% */ N),9$"=" 
(.#9"$. 
! '),93" ',#%@ 2)"#N.@ */ '9,(3. * 
0,9"$. 
D"),#-- )',&1, +9" 63,919 */ 2$,)$%@ 
$")"'9,< 
T>2* $"+.&* 2,3.>9 $")%@ 3>2,< 
 
T>2* (#*+.9, /.2%@.-': "9 '+.'9:- 
E '9"$19 9.( '3.2(", * 2%5.9 9.( 
+.'9", 
J9" @"+,9'- 2)*=.9:'- ' (.72"< 
',(1$2"< 0%'9#,< 
D,3.-, 2,3.-, 2,3.- $")%@ 3>2,< 
 
D1&.>9 3>2* ) T,$*$=#.2, * I*&,, 
J9" '&,#9:-M9" 9", +9" 0%).,9 ' 
2#1=*&*, 
J9" 7*/$: 9.( * 012,9 (#19*9: * 
(#19*9: ("3,'" 
B3%5*5:, $. (1@$, /.&,#3* '9#,3(* 
+.'") 
 
 
H" $*+,=", $*+,="-6"=#1'9*9 * 
/.012,9 
J,#,/ )#,&- 6"-)-9'- $")%, 3>2* 
U219 9#"33,<01'% 0,/ =.0.#*9$%@ 
"=$,< 
T>2* $"+.&* 2,3.>9 $")%@ 3>2,< 
 
T>2* (#*+.9, /.2%@.-': "9 '+.'9:- 

E '9"$19 9.( '3.2(", * 2%5.9 9.( 
+.'9", 
J9" @"+,9'- 2)*=.9:'- ' (.72"< 
',(1$2"< 0%'9#,< 
D,3.-, 2,3.-, 2,3.- $")%@ 3>2,< 
T>2-& 9.( $#.)*9:'- 2,3.9: $")%@ 
3>2,< 
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Week 4: “New People” (Continued) 
The trolley stalled in the trolley station  
The mechanic mixed up the wires by 
mistake. Having turned out the forty-
watt light bulbs,  
 
People are making new people all night. 
 
Such thin walls of colored cardboard  
In the light gray palaces of glass and 
concrete. Believing everything that they 
make out from the daily news,  
People are making new people all night. 
 
People scream, suffocating from 
happiness And they moan so sweetly and 
breathe so often, That you want to move 
faster with every second, 
Making, making, making new people. 
 
People in Leningrad and Rome think that 
Death is something that happens to 
others; That life thus will go on and on 
(the wheel turns round and round).  
Listen, in the kitchen the hands of the 
clock have stopped. 
 
But no matter, no matter; you’ll grieve and 
forget. In time new people will appear.  
Trolleys run without tail lights. 
People are making new people all night. 
 
People scream out, suffocating from 
happiness And they moan so sweetly and 
breathe so often, That you want to move 
faster with every second, 
Making, making, making new people.  
People like making new people so much. 
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Appendix B:  Sample Weekly Packet of Study Materials 
with Incremental Vocabulary Rehearsal Exercises 

Participant #______________________ 
 
 
Please listen to the song while reading the following text and underline 
any words or phrases you do not understand: 
 
!'F 6#"'9" 6"31+.,9'-  
C*#, &.-9$*( (.+.,9'-  
G '),9 6,#,(3>+.,9'- $. /)1(  
H. #.''9"-$** )%'9#,3.  
I.''+*9%).9: 0,''&%'3,$$"  
J9" *'9*$. $, )%'("3:/$,9 */ #1(  
E $, 6"#)F9'- 0,'("$,+$%< (#1=  
 
 
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% $, "6"/$.$%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% 2%5*& )"/21@"&  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. )6"3$, "'"/$.$$"  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916.  
 
 
B")',& $,"0-/.9,3:$"  
K2.9: 6"&"L* '6.'.9,3,<  
D). 5.=. 6" (.'.9,3:$"< $.),#@  
D), 7*/$* 2" '03*7,$*-  
E 2" */$,&"7,$*-  
B(#%) &,'9"6"3"7,$*, "9 )',@  
H,/#*&%, /. 6"3"'"< 6"&,@  
 
 
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% $, "6"/$.$%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% 2%5*& )"/21@"&  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. )6"3$, "'"/$.$$"  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. 
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(Appendix B Continued) 
Listen to the song again and read the text, this time following along with 
its translation.  Underline the words you do not know, but this time 
underline their translations as well: 
 

!'F 6#"'9" 6"31+.,9'-  
C*#, &.-9$*( (.+.,9'-  
G '),9 6,#,(3>+.,9'- $. /)1(  
H. #.''9"-$** )%'9#,3.  
I.''+*9%).9: 0,''&%'3,$$"  
J9" *'9*$. $, )%'("3:/$,9 */ #1(  
E $, 6"#)F9'- 0,'("$,+$%< (#1=  
 
 
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% $, "6"/$.$%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% 2%5*& )"/21@"&  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. )6"3$, "'"/$.$$"  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916.  
 
 
B")',& $,"0-/.9,3:$"  
K2.9: 6"&"L* '6.'.9,3,<  
D). 5.=. 6" (.'.9,3:$"< $.),#@  
D), 7*/$* 2" '03*7,$*-  
E 2" */$,&"7,$*-  
B(#%) &,'9"6"3"7,$*, "9 )',@  
H,/#*&%, /. 6"3"'"< 6"&,@  
 
 
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% $, "6"/$.$%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &% 2%5*& )"/21@"&  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. )6"3$, "'"/$.$$"  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. &%  
!$, /"$% 2"'916. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Everything just works out –  
The world-pendulum swings,  
And light changes over to sound. 
In the distance of a shot  
It’s pointless to hope  
That the truth won’t slip from (your) 
hands, And the eternal circle won’t 
be broken. 
 
Out of range we’re unidentified,  
Out of range we breathe air.  
Out of range... Completely 
consciously We’re out of range,  
We’re out of range, 
Out of range. 
 
 
It’s totally unnecessary  
To wait for the help of rescuers –  
Two steps adjacent upstairs. 
Two intimate lives,  
And – to the point of exhaustion,  
Having hidden (his) location from 
everyone, (They) are invisible behind 
a band of interference... 
 
Out of range we’re unidentified,  
Out of range we breathe air.  
Out of range... Completely 
consciously We’re out of range,  
We’re out of range, 
Out of range. 
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1.       !"#-9$*( 
       pendulum 
 
  $ %&'()*&+ ,"'- ' _____________________ 
 
 
2.  .","#(/'0 / .",*1#(/'0 = to rock, swing, sway 
 
  23"% __________________ *" 45(61. 
 
 
3.    7565.38,"#(/'0 / 7565.38,)#(/'0 = to switch 
(over) to  
  (*" + 4)*)(53/*-+ 7"95:) 
 

 ; <&,1 75,"("(/ 7&-61''.), *& .3"4)"(16" *5 
________________  
 *" 61''.)+. 

 
 
4.       6"''(&0#*)5 
            distance 
 
  *" *5#.&(&6&! 6"''(&0#*)) (&() = at some distance (from) 
  *" 9"3=.&! 6"''(&0#*)) (&() = at a great distance (from) 
  *" >3)#?.&! 6"''(&0#*)) (&() = at a short distance (from) 
 
  @"!&. *"<&9)('0 *" *5.&(&6&! ________________ &( A5*(6" 
%&6&9". 
 
 
5.  6"'',)#(-4"(/ / 6"'',)("#(/ = to calculate, count, 
expect 
 
  B&:5C/ _________________ *" !5*0. 
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6.  4-'."#3/?-4"(/ / 4-#'.&3/?*1(/ = to slip (out) 
 
  B&+ '!"6(D&* __________________ (past) )? 61.. 
 
7.  &7&?*"4"#(/ / &7&?*"#(/ = to identify 
 
 E5&7&?**"*-+ 35("8C)+ &>F5.( (EGH) = Unidentified Flying 
Object (UFO) 
 
  I4)95(53/ (witness) _________________ 765'(17*)." 
(criminal). 
 
 
8.       ."'"#(53/*"0 
      tangent (line), adjacent 
 
  E" J(&! %6"D).5 14)9)(5 ____________ . &.61:*&'() (circle). 
 
 
9.         )?*5!&:5#*)5 
           exhaustion 
 
  >-(/ 4 )?*5!&:5*)) = to be utterly exhausted 
 
  $,56" &*" 6">&("3" 9& _____________________. 
 
 
10.  7&3&'"#         7&3&'-# 
  stripe, strip, band       stripes, strips 
   
  ,56*"0 7&3&'" = rough patch, stroke of bad luck. 
 
  H* 76&)%6"3 4 ."6(-, 1 *5%& ,56*"0 __________ 4 :)?*). 
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11.        7&!5#<" 
      hindrance, obstacle, interference 
 
  E57&'31C*"0 9&,." >-3" ______________ 4 ."6/565 !"(56). 
 
 
12.  64"#(/'0 / 7&64"#(/'0 = 1.  to tear or burst 
        2.  to long to, to be dying to 
 
  >1!"%" 7&64"3"'/ = the paper tore (was torn) 

?".38,5**-5 64"3)'/ )?>5:"(/ *"."?"*)5 = the prisoners were 
dying to escape (avoid) punishment. 

 
  I5%&9*0 1(6&! !&0 38>)!"0 61>"C." ________________. 
 
 
13.        '>3):5#*)5  
         a coming together, approach, intimacy 
 
     ______________ 941< '5695A 4&?!&:*& (&3/.& 4 ("*A5. 
 
 
14.          *5?6)#!-+ 
           invisible 
 
  K6)4)95*)5 (ghost) >-3& _______________________. 
 
Please read the text one final time and pay close attention to the words you have just 
studied. 
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Appendix C:  Sample Word Translation Survey 

Post-test Word Translation Survey 

Participant # _________ 

1.  %3&("(/     __________________________________ 

 2.  '>3):5*)5     __________________________________ 

 3.  ?"!565(/     __________________________________ 

 4.  !"0(*).     __________________________________ 

 5.  <3&7&(-     __________________________________ 

 6.  *5?6)!-+     __________________________________ 

 7.  &7&?*"4"(/ / &7&?*"(/   __________________________________ 

 8.  &(6"L)4"(/ / &(6"'()(/  __________________________________ 

 9.  :5,/ / ':5,/    __________________________________ 

10. 6"''(&0*)5     __________________________________ 

11. 7&!5<"     __________________________________ 

12. :5'(0*&+     __________________________________ 

13. 76&*&')(/'0 / 76&*5'()'/  __________________________________ 

14. 7"1()*"     __________________________________ 

15. '(&*"(/     __________________________________ 

16. '(653."     __________________________________ 
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17. .","(/'0 / .",*1(/'0   __________________________________ 

18. >59"      __________________________________ 

19. 7&3&'"     __________________________________ 

20. 9&4560(/ / 9&456)(/   __________________________________ 

21. )?*5!&:5*)5    __________________________________ 

22. 4)(6)*"     __________________________________ 

23. (5'*&      __________________________________ 

24. 76&7"9"(/ / 76&7"'(/   __________________________________ 

25. ."'"(53/*&+    __________________________________ 

26. .&35'&     __________________________________ 

27. 7&0430(/'0 / 7&04)(/'0  __________________________________ 

28. ?">&("      __________________________________ 

29. 7565.38,"(/'0 / 7565.38,)(/'0 __________________________________ 

30. 64"(/'0     __________________________________ 

31. 6"'',)(-4"(/ / 6"'',)("(/  __________________________________ 

32. 76&4&9     __________________________________ 

33. %3"?&.      __________________________________ 

34. %"4"*/      __________________________________ 

35. &>C"67"**-+    __________________________________ 

36. 7&7"9"(/ / 7&7"'(/   __________________________________ 

37. 4-'."3/?-4"(/ / 4-'.&3/?*1(/ __________________________________ 
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38. 1,)(-4"(/ / 1,5'(/   __________________________________ 

39. 4&6&*      __________________________________ 

40. 6"+      __________________________________ 

41. 76&!&.C)+     __________________________________ 

42. '7),.)     __________________________________ 

43. 9-!      __________________________________ 

44. .61()(/     __________________________________ 

45. 76&,*&     __________________________________ 

46. 71("(/ / '71("(/    __________________________________ 

47. 6"?>)4"(/ / 6"?>)(/   __________________________________ 

48. 7&9:)%"(/ /7&9:5,/   __________________________________ 

49. '.4&?*0.     __________________________________ 

50. (61>"      __________________________________ 

51. 735'() / '735'()   __________________________________ 

52. ?"9-<"(/'0 / ?"9&<*1(/'0  __________________________________ 

53. ."6(&*     __________________________________ 

54. %61'()(/ / 7&%61'()(/   __________________________________ 

55. >5(&*      __________________________________ 

56. 756571(-4"(/ / 756571("(/  __________________________________ 
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Appendix D:  Pre-test Biographical Questionnaire 

Particpant number: ___________________ 
 

Questionnaire 
 
1.  How old are you?  Are you male or female? 
 
 
 
2.  Are you a native speaker of English? 
 
 
 
3.  Are you a native speaker of a language other than English? 
 
 
 
4.  How many years of Russian have you studied at the university level? 
 
 
 
5.  Have you studied Russian outside of a university setting? If yes, 
please explain. 
 
 
 
6.  Have you spent time in a country where Russian is the primary 
language spoken?   

If yes, please say where and for how long. 
 
 
 
7.  Have you studied any languages other than Russian?  If yes, please 
list them, and  

how long you studied them. 
 
 
 
8.  Have you studied music?  What instrument did you study and for 
how long? (voice (singing) also counts as an instrument) 
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Appendix E:  Post-test Questionnaire 

List of Likert-type items from 
the Post-test Questionnaire 

 
General/habitual 
G1.  How often do you watch videos online (in any language)? (youtube, 
news, etc.) 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
G2.  How often do you watch music videos specifically? (in general, in 
your own or any other language) 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
G3.  How often do you listen to music (in general, in your own or any 
other language) 
 during your freetime? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
G4.  How often do you read for pleasure (in general, in your own or any 
other language)? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
 
Attitudnal 
A1.  Did you enjoy learning about Russian language and culture by 
reading the texts /listening to the songs / watching the videos in the 
study? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
A2.  Would you like your future Russian instructors to incorporate more 
music into your Russian language classes? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 

 
A3.  Would you like your future Russian instructors to incorporate more 
music videos into your Russian language classes? 
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Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
A4.  Do you plan to incorporate music into your future study of Russian 
language outside of class? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
A5.  Do you plan to incorporate music videos into your future study of 
Russian language outside of class? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
 
Vocabulary-related 
V1.  How often did you study/practice the vocabulary words from the 
study materials? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
V2.  Did you study/practice the vocabulary words on the day of the final 
vocabulary assessment? 
 
No  Yes 
 
V3.  Do you feel as though you have increased your Russian vocabulary 
knowledge as a result of reading the texts in the study? 
 
Not at all Marginally Somewhat  Quite a bit Signficantly 
 
 
Materials-related 
M1.  How often did you revist the texts/songs/videos from the study on 
your own time? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
M2.  While reading the texts/listening to the music/watching the video 
during the study, did you ever read or sing out loud? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
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M3.  During your day-to-day life, did you ever revisit the 
texts/songs/videos and read or sing them out loud? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
M4.  After reading the texts/listening to the songs/watching the videos 
(either during the study, or on your own time), how often did you find 
that the words or phrases you read/heard were “stuck in your head”? 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
 
Condition-specific 
C1.  When you would listen to the music on your own time, was it ever 
on a portable device (ipod/iphone, etc)? (Music group only) 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
C2.  When you would watch the music videos, how often did you pay 
attention to the captions? (Video group only) 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
C3.  Do you feel as though the captions on the music video were helpful 
for your understanding of the Russian language being spoken/sung?  
(Video group only) 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
 
C4.  While watching the video, did you find that the images on the screen 
were helpful for your understanding of the Russian language being 
spoken/sung? (Video group only) 
 
Never  Rarely  Sometimes  Often  All the time 
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Appendix F:  Rockin’ Russian Screenshots
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